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ABSTRACT

COORDINATED UAV TARGET ASSIGNMENT USING DISTRIBUTED
CALCULATION OF TARGET-TASK TOURS

David Hunt Walker
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Master of Science

This thesis addresses the improvement of cooperative task allocation to vehicles in multiple-vehicle, multiple-target scenarios through the use of more effective
preplanned tours. Effective allocation of vehicles to targets requires knowledge of
both the team objectives and the contributions that individual vehicles can make toward accomplishing team goals. This is primarily an issue of individual vehicle path
planning — determining the path the vehicles will follow to accomplish individual
and team goals. Conventional methods plan optimal point-to-point path segments
that often result in lengthy and suboptimal tours because the trajectory neither considers future tasks nor the overall path. However, cooperation between agents is
improved when the team selects vehicle assignments based on the ability to complete
immediate and subsequent tasks. This research demonstrates that planning more
efficient tour paths through multiple targets results in better use of individual vehicle resources, faster completion of team objectives, and improved overall cooperation
between agents.

This research presents a method of assigning unmanned aerial vehicles to targets to improve cooperation. A tour path planning method was developed to overcome
shortcomings of traditional point-to-point path planners, and is extended to the specific tour-planning needs of this problem. The planner utilizes an on-line learning
heuristic search to find paths that accomplish team goals in the shortest flight time.
The learning search planner uses the entire sensor footprint, more efficiently plans
tours through closely packed targets, and learns the best order for completion of the
multiple tasks. The improved planner results in assignment completion times that
range on average between 1.67 and 2.41 times faster, depending on target spread.
Assignments created from preplanned tours make better use of vehicle resources and
improve team cooperation.
Path planning and assignment selection are accomplished in near real-time
through the use of path heuristics and assignment cost estimates to reduce the problem size to tractable levels. Assignments are ordered according to estimated or predicted value. A reduced number of ordered assignments is considered and evaluated to
control problem growth. The estimates adequately represent the actual assignment
value, effectively reduce problem size, and produce near-optimal paths and assignments for near-real-time applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There has been much research concentrated on the problem of efficiently assigning agents to tasks in multiple-agent systems. A question that arises is how the
agents can work together so that the total assignment will be better than one reached
by a group of individual agents working separately in the same space on a single
problem or series of tasks. Cooperation and coordination between agents is particularly important when there are more targets to visit or tasks to perform than there
are agents available to do them. When this is the case, one or more of the agents
will be required to perform multiple tasks, resulting in a tour through multiple targets. There are two parts that must be considered in this problem — effective path
planning, and coordination of team assignment.
Many multiple agent scenarios utilize Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) due
to the unique capabilities they provide. In a growing number of these applications,
agents must make both tactical and practical decisions autonomously. This is particularly true of systems involving teams of agents which are too complicated to be
controlled or efficiently monitored by a human operator. This work applies to the
coordination and cooperation of multiple autonomous fixed-wing UAVs that are subject to dynamic and sensory constraints. The dynamic vehicle constraints include a
minimum and maximum speed and a minimum turning radius. The UAVs each have
a sensor footprint with which they observe the ground at some fixed position relative
to the position and heading of the UAV. The effect of the dynamic constraints and
sensory limitations of the vehicle on the efficiency of planned tours and team cooperation depend heavily on the spacing of the targets and the method used in trajectory
1

generation. As long as the targets are spaced far apart (relative to the turning radius
of the UAVs), then the individual UAV tours and overall team assignments are easy
to compute. There is an increased need for effective use of vehicle sensor capabilities
and for cooperation among the agents when the targets are closely packed. If the
vehicles do not effectively plan individual tours, the overall team cooperation can be
severely reduced. The basic problem addressed herein is that of making good individual and team assignments on closely-packed targets for UAVs subject to dynamic
motion constraints. The hypothesis of this thesis is that creating and using candidate tour paths that fully utilize sensor capabilities to shorten tour paths will result
in overall team assignments which are significantly shorter, and that exhibit better
team cooperation.
Applications of multiple-agent cooperation and coordination in task allocation
problems have been devised that have application in both civilian and military contexts. This work is relevant to the implementation of a team of autonomous Wide
Area Search Munitions (WASM). The vehicles in the team must cooperate in an effort
to visit and perform a number of different tasks on a number of targets. The problem
scenario described herein is related to research performed since early 2000 at the Air
Force Research Laboratory, Air Vehicles Directorate (AFRL/VACA) [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 1, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Research performed at the AFRL/VACA has been
primarily applied to military search and destroy missions. One scenario of interest
from the AFRL/VA is commonly referred to as the LOCAAS scenario (LOw Cost
Autonomous Attack System) and is described in detail in the following section.
1.1

Background — The LOCAAS Scenario
The LOCAAS scenario is comprised of multiple WASM agents. The LOCAAS

munition used in the scenario is approximately three feet long, has a micro-turbojet
engine, and is furnished with a multi-mode warhead and a LADAR1 sensory system.
Figure 1.1 represents the geometry of the sensory footprint and other general vehicle
specifications of a LOCAAS munition.
1

The scenario calls for the munitions to be

Similar to Radar but using light waves instead of radio waves.
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Figure 1.1: Specifications of sensory and flight capabilities of a LOCAAS munition.
delivered to a region of interest by a larger UAV. After deployment, the munitions
need to work cooperatively to
1. search the region for potential targets,
2. properly classify observed objects as hostile targets or passive decoys,
3. attack classified targets, and
4. verify that attacked targets are destroyed through a Battle Damage Assessment
(BDA) sensory pass.
Due to the small size and disposable nature of the munitions, they have a lifetime
(time in self-propelled flight) of approximately thirty minutes in which they must
accomplish the above tasks. In this type of scenario, if the munition has not been
used in a terminal attack task before the end of its lifetime it must self destruct. An
example of this scenario is depicted in Figure 1.2.
The munition UAVs are required to visit the targets multiple times in the
most efficient manner. The multiple visits are required to accomplish the sequence
of distinct and necessary tasks on those targets. In the work performed by the
AFRL/VACA, the state of a target is represented by the next required task that
must be performed on it. The state of a target is updated as the vehicles sense or
3

no-fly zone

target
sensor
footprint
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Figure 1.2: Example scenario for cooperative assignment.
perform tasks on the targets. It may be necessary to visit a target multiple times for
complete identification or task completion before the target is progressed to the next
state.
The cooperative goal of the team of LOCAAS munitions is to progress the
most possible targets as far through the states as possible — that is, to find, classify,
destroy, and then verify the destruction of the most targets in the limited life span of
the vehicles. The first complex and difficult issue that must be addressed by the team
is that of cooperatively searching the area in which they are deployed for targets. The
complexity of multiple agent cooperative search to find potential targets as it relates
to a WASM scenario is handled in [16] and is not addressed in this research.
Once the target is spotted during search, it is given a preliminary classification
and must then be visited again from a unique heading. The one or more vehicles return
multiple times until the combined views form a composite view that satisfactorily fits
under a target profile in the target library [5]. After search and classification tasks
are completed for a specific target, the munitions must decide whether to attack the
target immediately or if the remaining life of the munitions could be better used
toward other tasks before an agent returns to perform the attack. After any attack
4

task, there should be one or more LOCAAS agents remaining that can perform the
Battle Damage Assessment (BDA) and verify the destruction of the target.

1.2

Prior Work
The general problem addressed by this research is to resolve who goes where

and to determine how they are going to get there. These questions are subject to
vehicle and problem constraints, as well as computational and timing limitations.
Challenging aspects of the problem include the dynamic constraints on the individual
vehicles and the overall rate of problem growth associated with multi-vehicle, multitarget assignment problems. Dynamic vehicle limitations make it difficult to plan
flyable paths that make effective use of UAV sensory capabilities. Problem growth is
a complication because the numbers of possible individual UAV tour paths and team
assignments grow rapidly with increasing numbers of vehicles, targets, and tasks [12].
This growth makes global path planning and assignment evaluation computationally
intractable for problems involving even modest numbers of vehicles and targets.
The principle issues that need to be addressed are optimal (or at least effective)
path planning, target assignment, and the coupled relationship of these two tasks.
In order for a team to effectively coordinate the mission plan between vehicles, it
requires the management of these two coupled decision tasks. The order of execution
of these tasks is not obvious due to the coupled relationship between them [1, 2].
Path planning is the process of generating a flyable trajectory that the vehicle follows in accomplishing all of its desired tasks. Planning optimal, dynamically
constrained paths is a complicated optimization problem, and has a high degree of
nonlinearity [17]. There has been significant work performed exploring methods for
effective path planning including: the use of piecewise optimal, geometrically constructed path segments and iterative assignments [6, 18]; the use of mixed-integer
linear programming [19]; the use of probabilistic and random search methods [20];
the construction of Voronoi diagrams [21]; the assembly of paths from previously
constructed automaton path segments [22]; and the implementation of a learning
real-time A* path tree search [23].
5

The majority of the methods plan paths between two fixed and known points.
When tours are required that pass through multiple points, they are generated by assembling multiple point-to-point path segments end to end. These methods guarantee
path length optimality only for a given order of waypoint visits. Using conventional
methods, optimal multiple-point tour paths can only be generated when the required
waypoints and the order in which the waypoints will be visited has previously been
determined. The one exception to these path planning requirements is the method
described by Howlett [23]. This planner finds the optimal path through a series of
targets while also finding the best order for visiting those targets through a Learning
Real-Time A* (LRTA*) tree search. The search method used also takes advantage
of the full sensing capabilities of the vehicle. By utilizing the full area of the vehicle
sensor, this planner produces shorter, more efficient paths. It is on this path planning
method that this coordinated assignment work is primarily based.
The coupled problem of allocating vehicles to tasks has also received considerable attention in the literature. One method that has been used is a market driven
approach in which the vehicles bid for tasks based on flight costs related to accomplishing the task [7]. Another method iteratively assigns tasks to vehicles through a
network flow optimization model [6, 13]. Others have formulated the vehicle routing problem, with various constraints and degrees of freedom, as a Mixed Integer
Linear Program (MILP) [24, 25]. The problem has also been studied using gaming
theory [26]. Still other methods have been applied to ground-based robots that have
relevance to the task allocation problem in UAVs [27]. The allocation methods described in these papers address some of the coupled problems of path planning and
task allocation, but also often prove to be optimal only for restricted problems. The
generated paths are often only piecewise optimal, where path planning is performed
one step at a time without regard for future possible vehicle actions.
The LOCAAS scenario has motivated the research performed in path planning, assignment selection processes, and efforts to quantify the complexity and size
of the problem at AFRL/VACA. In all the AFRL/VACA efforts, the cooperative
planning and assignment of tasks is simplified by the assumption that the WASM
6

team is operating in a static environment. That is, all targets are stationary. The
simulation resulting from these efforts is entitled the “multiUAV Simulation”, runs in
Simulink, plans paths constructed from Dubins paths (described below), and selects
team assignments using network flow optimization [14]. The simulation developed has
proved to have shortcomings that produce, at times, unacceptable results. This is the
motivation for the research that will be described below. The work herein represents
an alternative method for task allocation that is enabled by the use of an improved
path planner. The concept is summarized in this statement: when each vehicle makes
better use of individual resources through planning efficient tour paths, the team is
able to improve the overall use of resources and the coordination between agents. An
established path planning method used as a benchmark for comparison is described
in the following section.

1.2.1

Path Generation with Dubins Paths
It is necessary to know the shortcomings of current path planners and assign-

ment selection methods if they are to be overcome. Path planning is performed in
the AFRL/VACA simulation through the calculation of Dubins paths. L.E. Dubins
proved that the shortest curve between two known positions and headings can be constructed geometrically [18]. The total path is made up of three path segments that
are either turn-straight-turn, or turn-turn-turn. Since the generated path assumes
constant flight velocity and a constant minimum turning radius, the path generated
closely approximates a flyable path of a dynamically constrained UAV. The minimum path of the vehicle is one of four possible turning combinations, referring to the
initial and final turning segments of the constructed path and the intermediate turn
or straight segment, as shown in Figure 1.3.

The combination that produces the

minimum-length curve is not known until all are computed and compared. One weakness of the Dubins path planning method is that the final position and heading of the
vehicle at the time of task accomplishment must be specified. The AFRL/VACA simulation specifies such positions and headings for target classification based on highest
probability of obtaining a target profile match. The attack and verification tasks
7

Figure 1.3: The Dubins point-to-point path planner requires the beginning and final
positions and headings and is then constructed by testing all possible turn combinations shown. The heavy line represents the actual turn-straight-turn path constructed.
The thin circles represent the turning circles used in constructing the path.

have no predetermined final heading for task completion and therefore use the heading that results in fastest task completion. Fortunately the heading that results in a
minimum-length path for these tasks can be constructed geometrically with relative
ease [1, 3, 2].
The Dubins path planning method works well at producing optimal path segments to single targets, but generating tours through multiple closely-packed targets
has proved to be its largest weakness. When the targets are spaced far apart relative
to the turning radius of the vehicle, the Dubins path method works very well. This is
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Initial vehicle position

Tour generated using LRTA*
candidate tour planner

1

1

2

2

Each numbered "x"
represents a target

3

Tour generated using piecewise
optimal Dubins path segments

3

(a) Point-to-point planning achieves nearoptimal path lengths when targets are
spread out.

(b) Point-to-point planning can produce
tour paths much longer than optimal when
targets are closely packed.

Figure 1.4: Effectiveness or ineffectiveness of point-to-point planners depends on
spread of targets relative to vehicle turning radius.

demonstrated in Figure 1.4(a). However, as shown in Figure 1.4(b), when the targets
are closely packed, the resulting tour may be highly suboptimal. The individual path
segments (to the completion of individual tasks) are optimal, but the planned path
segment specifies the final heading at task completion. The final position and heading
of a previous task becomes the initial position and heading for the subsequent task
and may adversely affect the length of the subsequent path segment. Figures 1.5(a)
and 1.5(b) illustrate how point-to-point planners require both the correct sequence of
target visits and the correct headings at task completion to be specified for a truly
optimal tour to be generated.

A path that has piecewise optimal path segments

may actually be highly suboptimal as a complete tour if the coupling is ignored and
the headings at the completion of individual tasks are not selected well. The spatial
coupling is too significant to ignore when targets in a tour “can be circumscribed by
a circle with a turning radius of twice the vehicle’s turning radius” [23].
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(a) Correct sequence may yield suboptimal
paths due to spatial coupling and poor selection of heading at individual task completion.

(b) Optimal multi-target point-to-point
tour path plan needs correct sequence and
correct headings.

Figure 1.5: Coupling between path segments affects tour length in point-to-point
planners.

1.2.2

Network Flow Optimization Assignment Method
The goal of the LOCAAS team is to speed as many targets through the ser-

viced states as is possible: from detected, to classified, to attacked, and finally to
being verified. The assignment method described in [6, 8] involves solving a network
flow optimization problem in order to distribute and assign tasks to vehicles. The
network is comprised of links representing path lengths (or flight time) between any
vehicle/target pair. Vehicles are assigned tasks they can complete the fastest from
the list of tasks that need to be accomplished immediately (the next required task
on a target). Whenever a task is completed, or when something in the environment
changes, the network is updated and the next set of assignments is allocated. Though
computation is very fast, it never considers the resulting tour of the vehicle. That is,
a maximum of one task is assigned to each vehicle at a time, and the spatial coupling
of the tasks and the resulting vehicle tours are never considered.
Figure 1.6 demonstrates the effect of this myopic approach and shows how
it can result in vehicles resources being poorly used. In Figure 1.6(a), we see how
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the network flow assigns vehicles to targets they can visit most quickly. However, it
can be seen that if vehicle tours were considered vehicle ‘A’ could have visited both
targets ‘2’ and ‘1’, allowing vehicle ‘B’ to save considerable flight time and fly directly
to target ‘3’. A weakness sometimes seen in the network flow model is that assigned
vehicles can be reassigned to different tasks before completing previously assigned
ones.

This is often referred to as “churning”, and is demonstrated in Figure 1.6(b).
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(a) Network flow assignments result in individually
“optimal” subassignments.

(b) Illustration of “churning” caused by creating assignments iteratively.

(c) Assignments based on
preplanned tours improve
cooperation and overall assignment.

Figure 1.6: Common problems generated from iterative assignments and point-topoint path planners compared to the benefit of tour-planned assignments.

Initially, vehicle ‘B’ is assigned to visit target ‘2’, but when vehicle ‘A’ completes its
task and the network is re-examined, vehicle ‘B’ is unassigned and returns to search
while vehicle ‘A’ completes the task. Finally, Figure 1.6(c) illustrates how the less
myopic consideration of the vehicle tours can result in improved cooperation in the
completion of a set of tasks, and accomplish them in approximately the same amount
of time. Similar to the piecewise-optimal tour path planning using Dubins paths, the
results of this type of iterative assignment are individually “optimal”, but can, over
time and after multiple sequential assignments from the network flow optimization,
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result in poor tours, inefficient use of team resources, and unacceptable completion
of team objectives.
A sample execution from the AFRL/VACA simulation illustrating these shortcomings can be seen in Figure 1.7. The results from this case show how myopic
planning and iterative assignments resulted in a single vehicle performing all the
BDAs. Caused by the iterative manner in which the assignments were made, the
vehicle partially returns to its search in between completing one task and receiving
the subsequent BDA assignment. The individual tour of the vehicle is highly suboptimal including many diversions, extra loops, and wasted flight time. Also, due
to piecewise-optimal path planning and iterative assignments, the team leaves large
holes in the search pattern that may result in undetected and unserviced targets. The
overall assignment of the team lacks cooperation, and shows that the vehicles are not
effectively coordinating their attack.

Figure 1.7: Sample execution of the LOCAAS simulation including long, inefficient
tour paths and a lack of overall team coordination and cooperation.
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1.2.3

Path Planning Improvements
There have been various efforts to improve the path planning of tours through

multiple targets and reduce the effect of myopic planning. Many of these efforts have
been directed at improving the multiUAV simulation and its results. The assignment
algorithm within the multiUAV simulation has been modified so that multiple tasks
can be assigned in tours. This is done by first assigning the initial task to the vehicles.
The vehicles, while en route to accomplish their assignments, are assumed to be at
the position they will be at when the first task is accomplished by a member in the
team. The assignment algorithm is run again under these circumstances and the
vehicles receive their next assignment. This continues until all the tasks have been
assigned to the vehicles and the tours are created. This prevents down time between
assignments and leads vehicles to move directly from one task to another in a tour.
This improvement to the algorithm has helped to improve the generation of
tour paths, but has also encountered new problems. By generating tours in this fashion, the planner allows the individual agents to reduce the unnecessary loops planned
into tours that are associated with churning. This, however, still has not addressed
the suboptimality of the tours generated by piecewise optimal path segments. Another problem that has arisen from this method has been that vehicles get assigned
to do subsequent tasks that they, at times, can complete before a needed previous
task is completed. When this occurs, the entire assignment is thrown off and must be
recalculated. A method was created that would generate paths of desired lengths [15].
That is, the planned path that arrives early is lengthened so that the vehicle arrives
just-in-time for task completion. The path lengthening algorithm reduced the probability of an infeasible assignment being made, but since it does not always guarantee
the final heading of the vehicle at task completion, it can still have negative effects
on accomplishing subsequent tasks in the vehicle tour.
An entirely different tour path planner has been developed at Brigham Young
University by Jason Howlett that takes advantage of the entire sensor footprint and
finds a better path through multiple targets that are closely packed and therefore spatially coupled [23]. The planner utilizes an LRTA* heuristic search in order to “learn”
13

the optimal discrete path through the multiple targets. This work was motivated by
the need to develop a planner that would overcome shortcomings in point-to-point
path planners by efficiently detecting multiple closely-spaced objects through effectively using the vehicle’s entire sensor footprint — a critical failing of the Dubins
path planning method. The objective of this planner was to generate near minimum
length tour paths subject to flyable vehicle dynamic constraints and to accomplish
the task quickly. The LRTA* path planner in [23] showed that tour paths can be
generated in a timely manner for a limited set of sensory problems. The question
that then arises is whether or not those tours can be extended for more complicated
problems, and if they can then be used to improve the assignment selection.

1.3

Solution Approach
To address the difficulties inherent in scenarios involving multiple cooperating

UAVs, an algorithm has been developed that integrates multiple solution steps in a
distributed solution framework. The algorithm produced as part of this research, as
shown in Figure 1.8, has been separated into calculations that are either considered
central or distributed. The central elements of the algorithm include the setup and
management of the solution, including control of problem size and final selection of the
team assignment. Planning complete tour paths is more computationally demanding,
thus motivating its full distribution to multiple cooperating vehicles.
The distributed tour path planning is the backbone of the entire method.
The hypothesis calls for more efficient tours to be used to improve cooperation between agents and team assignments. The self-contained planner, which is used by
every vehicle independently, will be presented in Chapter 3. The second major focus,
presented in Chapter 4, is the development of algorithms which setup the problem
specifically for tour-planned paths, control problem growth issues, and evaluate and
select the final assignments. These distinct tasks are necessary elements of a complete
assignment planning and selection process, and are described in detail in the following
chapters.
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Figure 1.8: General layout of the solution method algorithm illustrating the separate
centralized and distributed calculations which make up the entire algorithm.
1.4

Contributions
The work in this thesis contributes to many aspects of the general multiple-

vehicle cooperative target allocation problem and to the specific LOCAAS WASM
scenario. First and foremost, this thesis demonstrates that using more efficient individual vehicle tour paths when making team assignments results in improved use
of team resources and allows the team to accomplish more in less time. En route to
accomplishing this goal, the research presented herein addresses and contributes to a
number of task allocation subproblems.
The first step in demonstrating that team objectives can be accomplished
faster through the use of tour-planned paths is to develop an improved tour planner.
The tour planner presented in this work is based on the multiple-target tour sensing
planner presented by Howlett [23] in which each target must be sensed only once.
One of the contributions made here is the further development of the capability of
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the single-visit tour planner so that it can be extended to problems in which each
target must be visited multiple times. The single-visit planner made a number of
advances in path planning that will be used in this work. Significant contributions
are made to the single-visit planner in the form of improved initializing heuristics
used in the learning search to make the method suitable to the more complicated
multiple-visit scenarios addressed in this work. The revised planner contributes to
the final objective by achieving each of the following path planning objectives:
• produce paths which closely approximate the optimal path length which pass
through multiple targets at multiple distinct times,
• use the full vehicle sensor footprint to sense multiple, closely-spaced targets
faster,
• determine the fastest path to follow to service targets without being expressly
told how and in what order to service the targets, and
• plan entire sets of complete tour paths for use in assignment selection fast
enough for real-time applications.
Contributions are also made in the development of assignment management
methods. The assignment process is managed initially through efficient setup of the
list of all the possible vehicle tours and team assignments. Heuristics are used to
estimate the value of tour paths and target allocation assignments. The heuristics
and estimations are used to illustrate that despite overall complexity, the number of
assignments and tours under consideration can be effectively reduced to manageable
levels to meet realistic time limitations.
The contributions in path planning and problem management facilitate the
realization of the team objective set forth. This research shows that a team completes
group objectives faster when the overall problem, team goals, and the individual-agent
capabilities are considered in the task allocation process, rather than considering
only the immediate and pressing need of the next task. The problem contributes
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specifically to the potential success of the LOCAAS scenario, but is applicable to any
task allocation problem involving cooperating agents.

1.5

Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is presented in the following manner. A more com-

plete definition of the extent, limits, simplifications, and assumptions of the problem,
along with relevant issues in complexity, are given in Chapter 2. The tour planner is
presented in Chapter 3, which discusses the history of the single-visit planner, how it
works, and necessary changes and improvements made to extend its capabilities for
multiple-visit problems. The assignment strategy is presented in Chapter 4, including a discussion of problem setup and initialization; size of the problem in number
of possible team assignments; preliminary estimation, ordering, and reduction of assignments; and measures of successful cooperation, coordination, and completion of
the team assignments. The quantitative results of the planner, manager, and the
complete solution method are presented in Chapter 5. The final chapter, Chapter 6,
includes a general summary of the method and its successes, along with areas of future
work.
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Chapter 2

Problem Definition

The problem that is herein presented is primarily motivated by the LOCAAS
scenario and by the potential benefits that a tour path planner can give to that
scenario. This research will show the benefits and trade offs of using vehicle tours
generated to use the entire UAV sensor footprint and take advantage of the spatial coupling of targets when making or selecting team assignments. The complete
LOCAAS scenario is quite complicated, encompassing elements of multiple agent cooperation that are not intended to be explored or improved by this research. With
that in mind, it has been necessary to carve out the portion of the scenario that will
be addressed in this research, and as a result make certain necessary simplifications
from the complete problem as outlined in Chapter 1. The basic problem statement
and definition will be laid out in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 will make clear the general
objective of this research. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 discuss the overall problem complexity
and the effect of the simplifications on the problem and solution approach.

2.1

Problem Statement
The problems to which this work applies involve systems of agents that must

cooperate to accomplish a team goal. The specific problem addressed involves multiple vehicles that must cooperatively visit multiple targets. Further, each target must
be visited multiple distinct times by a vehicle. The need for repeated visits to the
targets arises from the distinct classification, attack, and BDA tasks that must be
performed on the targets. We refer to this type of problem as a Multiple Vehicle,
multiple Target, multiple Visit (MVTV) problem.
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The MVTV problem described here applies to WASMs which typically are
fixed-wing aircraft with limited sensors that must accomplish each of the tasks mentioned. The munitions have dynamic limitations associated with fixed-wing aircraft.
The vehicles must maintain at least a minimum speed to prevent stalling, and they
have a limited turning radius or maximum turning rate. For simplicity, the vehicles are assumed to fly at their maximum velocity, at a constant altitude, and are
assumed to make all turns at their constant minimum turning radius. In multiplevehicle scenarios, each vehicle is assumed to fly at a different constant altitude to
avoid potential collisions. Another relevant vehicle limitation is the limited sensory
range. This implies that the agents do not and cannot know everything about the
world at all times. Information about the world is obtained through communication
from other vehicles and through an on-board sensor that views the surroundings at
a fixed position and heading relative to the vehicle.
There are a number of sensory simplifications made in this work. Each vehicle
is equipped with a sensor that views the ground in a fixed position relative to the
vehicle. The sensor footprint is large relative to the size of the vehicle and is placed so
that it views the ground directly below the vehicle. Any target on the ground inside
the sensor footprint of the vehicle is considered detected and can be serviced. The
sensor is gimbaled so that it views the ground below the vehicle whether the vehicle
is in level flight or is banked in a turn. Another simplification is that the vehicles are
assumed to be equally capable of accomplishing all task types. This implies that all
requirements for task completion are equal to the path planner and the assignment
manager, reducing the different tasks to a sequence of visits by the vehicles. A final
simplification is that target positions in the area of interest are already known. This
can be accomplished by a preliminary sensory pass through the area of interest by
the agents resulting in a clear picture of potential targets to be visited.
A vehicle tour is a set of targets that the vehicle must visit. Problems such
as the MVTV problem in which the vehicles are subject to dynamic limitations have
the added complication of targets that are spatially coupled as was discussed with
the point-to-point planners in Section 1.2. The coupling is most severe when the
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spacing of the targets is on the order of the turning radius of the vehicles. Coupling
between path segments is apparent whenever a path segment concludes in a heading
that prevents the vehicle from readily accomplishing a subsequent visit.
Many path planning methods are based on point-to-point optimal planning.
The benchmark path planning method that is used for comparison of results is the
Dubins path planner used in [6, 7, 13] and discussed in Section 1.2.1. In a point-topoint planner the initial and final positions and headings of a given flight segment
are used to determine the optimal path for each path segment. All the points to
be visited (including heading) and the order in which they are to be visited must
be specified to the planner when a path is required that must pass through multiple
targets. The point-to-point path planner designates the position and heading of the
vehicle at the completion of a path segment, and thereby also fixes the initial position
and heading of the vehicle for the subsequent path segment. Path planners that find
an optimal path for a given sequence of positions and headings may not obtain the
optimal trajectory simply because the sequence of waypoints was not optimal. Even
when the sequence is optimal, and each of the point-to-point segments are optimal,
the resulting multi-target tour path may be significantly longer than necessary due to
this spatial coupling and incorrect selection of vehicle headings at the completion of
each task. A case illustrating how this can happen was presented in Figure 1.5 with
the discussion of the point-to-point path planners.
An effective solution for MVTV problems requires an improved trajectory
planner and an efficient method of assignment selection that is capable of managing
problem growth and meeting computational speed requirements. The trajectory path
planner should
• make full use of the entire vehicle sensor footprint,
• plan optimal or near-optimal tour paths through multiple closely-spaced targets,
• plan complete tours over multiple targets, some requiring multiple visits, and
• find the best tour without specification of tour visit order.
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The planner utilized here accomplishes these goals, and will be described in greater
detail in Chapter 3.
An improved planner that results in better tour paths can be used to improve
assignments. In selecting assignments the managing algorithm must take a number
of factors into consideration. The assignment algorithm should
• efficiently setup the problem — find complete assignments and possible UAV
tours,
• utilize paths planned by the individual vehicles’ tour planners,
• effectively manage problem growth issues, and
• and efficiently evaluate assignment costs, returning good assignments in reasonable time.
For the MVTV problem, increases in the numbers of cooperating vehicles,
targets, and required visits to each target result in explosive growth in the number
of possible tours and team assignments. This growth in problem size affects the
computational requirements for both the tour planner and the algorithms used in
assignment setup and selection. As a result of this explosive growth, viable methods
must focus on the development of fast algorithms and methods for reducing the
problem size.

2.2

Objective
The objective of this work is to improve team cooperation and coordination in

the form of good assignments of vehicles to targets through improved tour paths. In
this research, an assignment is considered ???good??? when the team resources are
used efficiently, particularly through the exploitation of the full team and individual
UAV sensory capabilities and effective use of flight time (fuel). A tour planner creates
optimal tour options for each UAV without a priori knowledge of tour order. Assignments are then selected by combining appropriate tours from the separate UAVs. A
team assignment is considered efficient when, in comparison to the other possible
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assignments, the team gets the most benefit from completing the team tasks at the
lowest possible cost to the team. These assignments and paths fulfill the global team
goal rather than looking only one step ahead, and improve use of team resources and
overall cooperation between the agents.
There are three tasks that must be accomplished to meet this objective. The
first task is to demonstrate that the LRTA* single-visit tour planner [23] can be extended to generate multiple target, multiple repeat visit candidate tours that utilize
the entire sensor footprint and take advantage of spatial closeness and coupling of
targets. The LRTA* algorithm is a learning real-time heuristic search, and the effectiveness of using the algorithm in such problems depends heavily on the quality
of the heuristics used. The question then, is whether or not suitable heuristics can
be developed to make the search successful in planning multiple-target, multiple-visit
tours. Second, it will be demonstrated that using such candidate tour paths in assigning tasks to agents will result in better team coordination, cooperation, and will
improve the overall performance of a team. The final task to be accomplished is
to demonstrate that this improved performance can be obtained in situations subject to near-real-time computational limitations. The near-real-time performance will
be accomplished through the integration of various methods: heuristic development,
ordered heuristic assignments and an “anytime” assignment selection, and through
distributed calculation. Since decisions must be made and then executed in a finite
amount of time, there are necessary trade offs between the speed of the calculation
and the optimality of the result. Also, algorithm performance can very greatly depending on the computer platform used, the programming language, and the ease and
level of communication between agents. It is not the goal of this research to always
find or obtain optimal or global solution for execution. The optimal solution is found
without execution or computation time limitations for comparison to the resulting
paths and assignments reached, and to verify that the time-limited solutions reached
are truly near-optimal. Therefore, the primary objective of this work is to simply
improve the quality of the solution reached subject to reasonable time limitations.
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2.3

Complexity
Getting a team of autonomous agents to cooperate and coordinate their efforts

can be very complicated. This is particularly true when the agents must take into
account such variables as vehicle life span, probabilistic sensors, target recognition
and state update, problem size, and unexpected events that may include premature
destruction of agents or newly found targets. This complexity is the focus of [12].
The problem is made more complicated due to the dependency of subsequent events
in both space and time. The dependence in space has been discussed with Dubins
path tours through spatially close targets. The timing dependence is evident any time
there are sequential tasks that must be performed in a specific order (e.g., a target
must be classified properly before it can be attacked).
It is clear that regardless of the simplifying assumptions made, the problem
size and complexity will be considerable. An effective solution will require methods
and algorithms that are fast and efficient. There is also a need for methods that will
further reduce the problem size that must be searched through for a solution. MVTV
problems involve systems in which the number of potential vehicle tour paths is too
great for a single vehicle to calculate and there are too many team assignments for
a single agent to evaluate and order when reasonable time restrictions are applied.
These issues arise as general technical challenges in MVTV problems. It is necessary
that the size and complexity of MVTV problems be understood if the complexity is
to be controlled and managed.

2.3.1

Problem Size and Solvability
There have been efforts to quantify the size of the problem as defined in the

LOCAAS scenario [1]. The largest problem size illustrated in that work has three
known targets with known positions. The data in Table 2.1 is taken from [1] and
demonstrates the complexity and problem growth. The targets all have three sequential tasks that must be performed in order—classification, attack, and then BDA.
With four vehicles to accomplish these nine tasks, the number of conceivable assignments is 6,512,905. Though only 6,065 of those assignments are feasible (realizable by
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the team of agents due to timing constraints and vehicle limitations), it is not even
reasonable for the agents to determine which assignments are feasible, much less find
the optimal assignments in a real-time situation. This is particularly true since the
number of conceivable assignments grows so quickly with both the number of agents,
targets, and total number of tasks.

Table 2.1: Problem size and complexity data (from Table 1 in [1]).

Number of
Targets
2
3
2
3
2
3

Total Number
Total Number
of tasks to
Number of Conceivable
Perform
of Agents Assignments
6
2
507
9
2
2,653
6
3
10,693
9
3
132,754
6
4
215,381
9
4
6,512,905

Total
Number of
Feasible
Assignments
35
133
145
1,027
496
6,065

The MVTV assignment and path planning problem is similar to the Multiple
Traveling Salesman Problem (m-TSP). The m-TSP contains multiple agents that
must collectively visit all of the multiple “cities”, or targets, with the shortest possible
traveling time for the team. Task assignment in MVTV problems containing vehicles
subject to dynamic constraints is a more complex extension of the m-TSP. In the
m-TSP the distance between targets or cities is fixed, but in a MVTV problem the
distances between any two targets depend on both the positions of the targets and
the headings of the vehicle at the beginning and end of the path segment. The
dynamic constraints of the vehicles provide abundant complexity in path planning as
described in Section 1.2.1, but the effect of vehicle dynamics on task allocation adds
even greater complexity. The comparison between these two problems is significant
because the m-TSP is an NP -hard problem [28, 29]; thus by extension, the MVTV
problem is also NP -hard. A problem that is NP -hard is one that has no algorithm
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that will guarantee an optimal or global solution other than an exhaustive search. As
shown in Table 2.1 by the total number of conceivable assignments, problems of this
type grows in size and complexity at a rate such that it quickly becomes unreasonable
to perform a global and exhaustive search. Due to the computational load, it will be
necessary to make fundamental trade offs between speed and optimality. Therefore, in
this research, the goal is not to find an optimal solution, but instead to find solutions
in real time that approximate the optimal solution through the use of multiple-target
tour paths.
Although the MVTV problem is an extension of an NP -hard problem, and
though the solutions obtained will only be provably optimal using an exhaustive
search, this research is not made any less significant or useful. Reaching a global solution for the smallest MVTV problems requires only a simple exhaustive search through
a relatively small number of tour paths and possible team assignments. However, the
problems for which this is possible quickly become computationally intractable with
the slightest expansion or extension of problem parameters.

2.3.2

Indefinites and Uncertainties
Significant efforts have been focused on quantifying the complexity of task

allocation that comes from the uncertain and probabilistic elements of the total LOCAAS scenario and other MVTV problems [12]. Much of the scenario complexity
comes from aspects of the problem that are subject to change. Some of the common
aspects of MVTV problems and the LOCAAS scenario that can change are as follows:
• the number of targets that must be serviced
• the number of required visits to each target (a target may need to be re-visited
if a vehicle fails its task)
• new threats to the targets may appear or known threats may be destroyed
• the number of available agents may change (either because they performed a
terminal attack task or because they are unexpectedly destroyed)
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These elements require a system that can make assignments quickly whenever the
scenario information changes, regardless of the size of the problem — thus adding
to the complexity. When something changes, the problem effectively becomes larger
and requires further evaluation. The indefinite nature of the world is one of the most
complicating aspects of the full LOCAAS scenario.

2.3.3

Path Planning vs. Target Assignment
The coupling between path planning and target allocation is a significant issue

in MVTV problems. The question of whether to first make an assignment or to plan
paths is similar to the age-old question of which came first, the chicken or the egg.
This complication comes from the coupled nature of the two individual tasks. In order
for a team to make a good or wise decision regarding which members of the team
should perform which tasks, the individual vehicles and the team must know how and
when the vehicle will be able to arrive at and complete the given task. That is, for
an effective assignment to be selected it must be known how and when a vehicle will
arrive at the specified target — the path or tour must be known. However, for the
vehicle to plan a path it must know where it is expected to visit — the assignment
must first be known. This is particularly important when there are large quantities of
potential vehicle tour paths that the individual vehicles may not be able to calculate
in sufficiently short a time for a global solution. For improved speed, the team desires
to calculate only those paths that will result in the best possible team assignments.
Multiple simplifying methods have been developed to overcome this dilemma.
A common approach, as discussed in Section 1.2.2, is to plan path segments and
make single subassignments iteratively. The vehicles plan optimal path segments
from their current location to the various targets that need immediate attention.
Greedy assignments are then made based on the costs for the vehicles to accomplish
the immediate tasks. The problem that arises is that the assignments and planned
paths make no consideration for the state of the system at the conclusion of the various
tasks. Iterative assignment methods, although fast, often lend themselves to overall
system inefficiencies, lengthy paths, and poor cooperation among the agents because
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each subassignment is myopic with no concern for future actions. In this work, the
technical challenge of planning paths and making assignments is addressed primarily
through the use of tour path heuristics and assignment cost estimates. Similar to
the iterative assignment and segment-optimal path planning, the use of heuristics
and estimates reduces the problem by only calculating and considering options that
are deemed most likely to produce favorable results. The tour path heuristics and
team assignment estimates consider the possible utility of an entire assignment and
tours, whereas the point-to-point planners and iterative assignments only consider
assignment and path decisions one step ahead.

2.4

Simplifications
The simplifying assumptions made in the Problem Statement in Section 2.1

are meant to bound the the complexity of the MVTV problem. Many aspects of the
MVTV problem are reduced or removed from this problem in order to test the utility of using precomputed tour paths to improve assignments and team cooperation.
The simplifications made are not requirements of the solution method and can be
changed, loosened, and even removed in later research to test further aspects of the
method and its applicability to more general problem scenarios. A number of the
simplifications are identical to those made in previous works [6, 9, 4, 11], and so their
effect on the problem is not discussed. These include vehicle assumptions regarding
flight at a constant velocity and altitude, turns executed at constant minimum turning radius, and the static nature of the environment. The vehicles deal with collision
avoidance through the assumption that each vehicle flies at a different altitude. Another simplification used is regarding sensor footprint orientation is the same as was
used in [23]. Any sensor footprint orientation can be used, but as in [23], this specific
sensor footprint is only employed as a proof of concept due to the simplified nature
of the path length heuristics associated with this specific orientation.
Another simplification similarly applies to a previous assumption made in the
problem statement. The sensors have a limited range, and so the vehicles cannot
initially know everything about their surroundings. However, in this work it will be
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assumed that the vehicles already know the number and positions of the targets when
they begin planning and assigning the appropriate target visits to the UAVs. Implied
in this assumption is the fact that a full search of the area has previously been done,
resulting in a clear and known picture of the world. It is also assumed that the total
number of times each target will need to be visited will also be known when the target
is found. These assumptions remove much of the probabilistic nature of the world,
and thereby significantly reduce the problem complexity.
One simplification significantly affects the size and nature of the problem —
the ability of the vehicles to perform any task type equally. When the vehicles are
able to perform any task type, all tasks are reduced to sensory visits for both the path
planner and the assignment selection algorithms. The sensory simplification means
that the UAVs will be able to address the targets from any approach heading. That
is, the approach direction of a UAV toward the target will not affect the ability of the
vehicle to detect and properly classify, attack, or verify the target. In the LOCAAS
scenario, the classification sensory tasks had to be performed at specific ideal headings
while the attack and BDA tasks could be performed from any direction. All tasks in
this work will be similar to the verifying BDA task of the LOCAAS scenario.
The task type simplification has the greatest effect on the numbers of conceivable and feasible team assignments. Table 2.2 shows the rate of growth of the number
of total feasible team assignments with increased number of targets and vehicles.
An assignment is deemed feasible when it is both complete and non-redundant. An
assignment is complete when all targets are visited at least as many times as required
to be fully serviced. A non-redundant assignment is one in which no target is visited
more times than is necessary. Table 2.2 demonstrates the difference the task-type
simplification makes. Corresponding rows in the top and bottom halves of the table
involve the same number of total tasks since the multiple-visit targets are each visited three times. The data on the top represents an assignment process based on the
single-visit tour planning described by Howlett [23], and includes all other problem
simplifications except each task performed is considered a distinct type and is assigned
individually. The lower figures represent the full simplifications of the multiple-visit
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Table 2.2: The table shows the number of feasible team assignments given the number
of targets and the number of agents in the scenario. The multiple-visit targets are
visited three times each, so the total number of visits are the same for corresponding
rows in the single- and multiple-visit tables.

Number
of SingleVisit
Targets

6
9
12
15

2
64
512
4,096
32,768

Number of
MultipleVisit
Targets

2
3
4
5

16
64
256
1,204

3
729
19,683
531,441
14,348,907
100
1,000
10,000
100,000

Number of UAV Agents
4
5
4,096
15,625
262,144
1,953,125
16,777,216
244,140,625
1,073,741,824 30,517,578,125
400
8,000
160,000
3,200,000

1,225
42,875
1,500,625
53,531,875

6
46,656
10,077,696
2,176,782,336
470,184,984,576
3,136
175,616
9,834,496
550,731,776

tour planner described herein, and shows how the number of conceivable and feasible
assignments shrinks when the planner and assignment algorithms make no distinction
between task types because the vehicles can accomplish them equally. In the latter
case, the vehicles are not explicitly assigned specific tasks, and simply perform the
next required task on the target when they arrive.
The problems, despite the significantly reduced number of assignments, still
remain computationally intractable due to both the number of assignments and the
total number of tours to be calculated by each vehicle in the team. Table 2.3 shows
how the problem grows in the number of possible tour paths for each vehicle with an
increased number of targets. The table is consistent with the simplifications made
and assumes that all targets must be visited exactly three times.
The reduction in total number of conceivable assignments for the multiple-visit
tour-planning scenario is significant compared to both the single-visit tour-planning
and the original LOCAAS scenarios. In both cases the problem is reduced, having
less conceivable assignments that must be sorted through and considered. However,
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Table 2.3: Number of possible tour paths given that each target must be visited
exactly three times.
Number of Feasible
Tour Paths
2
16
Number of 3
64
Three-Visit 4
256
Targets
5
1,024
6
4,096

despite significant reductions in the number of conceivable assignments from the LOCAAS scenario, the total number of feasible assignments has increased (compare
Tables 2.1 and 2.2). In the LOCAAS scenario only 6,025 of the conceivable 6,512,905
assignments were feasible, as compared to the 8,000 assignments in the multi-visit
MVTV problem that are both conceivable and feasible. The increase in the number
of feasible solutions compared to the LOCAAS solution is due to the fact that the
task-type simplification removes timing constraints, and therefore every conceivable
solution in the multiple-visit tour-planning scenario is also feasible.
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Chapter 3

Multiple Target, Multiple Visit Tour Path Planning

This chapter presents and discusses the MVTV tour path planner that has
been developed for use in making overall team assignments. The hypothesis that
using improved tour paths will result in improved team assignments can only be
tested once the more efficient and effective tours can be generated for multiple-target,
multiple-visit scenarios. The planner developed uses a modified Learning Real-Time
A* (LRTA*) algorithm to search a path tree and assemble a path one discrete step
at a time. The advantage of using a discrete path in this manner is that the planner
can achieve goals and find which paths meet tour objectives and vehicle constraints
through a learning algorithm without being told how to accomplish the goals and
without needing the tasks to be explicitly ordered before planning occurs. The method
is built on the single-visit tour path planning method described in [23], and is extended
to allow multiple distinct visits to each target.
Within the overall algorithm, the paths are planned in a distributed manner,
with each individual vehicle calculating its own tours. The tour planner is a separate
function which is independent of all other tasks and algorithms. Once individual
vehicle paths have been calculated, the results of distributed tour calculations are
then assembled and evaluated by a central managing agent which controls problem
size and selects the final assignment for execution. The managing portions of the
complete algorithm are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. This chapter is dedicated
specifically to the presentation of the path planning portion of the algorithm, and will
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include background and discussion on how the search algorithm works, how the planner accomplishes its desired goals, and what steps were necessary in the development
of the planner to make near-real-time path planning possible.

3.1

Considerations for Discrete Step Planners
There are a number of details that must be considered when presenting the

single- and multiple-visit discrete-step tour path planners that have been developed.
The notation and dimensionless parameters are introduced for clarity in the presentation. Further background is also presented including: the nature of the discrete-step
path tree; the selection of step size and the effect of this selection on the planner
performance; and complexity issues that arise from the LRTA*-based tour planner.

3.1.1

Notation
The notation used in the development of the path planner is the same as that

used by Howlett in [23]. The principle x direction points to the North, with the y
direction to the East, and the vertical z direction downward. The heading of the
vehicle, ψ, is measured clockwise from the North. The vehicle position and heading
are referred to by the vehicle configuration vector P = [x, y, ψ]. Target positions are
represented globally by x and y coordinates, but are transformed relative to vehicle
position and heading to test whether a target is within the vehicle sensor footprint in
any given discrete step.

3.1.2

Dimensionless Parameters
All distances in the general presentation of the single- and multiple-visit path-

planning algorithms have been normalized by the minimum vehicle turning radius to
maintain consistency with the dimensionless ratios used in the single-visit planner.
The length of the discrete step used is represented by dS and is similarly normalized
to obtain
dψ =
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dS
Rt

where dψ represents the magnitude of the change in vehicle heading, in radians,
whenever the vehicle performs a turn (either right or left) on any given discrete step.
“Step size” is used to denote either the distance traveled, dS, or the normalized step
length or change in heading, dψ.
The dimensionless parameters defined above are used in describing the algorithms within this chapter. However, paths planned and assignments made within
this work, both by the algorithms developed herein and by the benchmark methods
used, are executed with a minimum turning radius of 1700 ft (which is consistent
with the AFRL/VACA work on the LOCAAS scenario). The figures within this text
illustrate actual paths planned, and were generated using the fixed and minimum
turning radius, but have all been nondimensionalized by Rt .

3.1.3

Path Tree
The discrete-step path planners described below plan paths limited to only two

dimensions. The assumption that the vehicles perform all turns at their minimum
turning radius implies that each vehicle is limited to three discrete path primitives.
The primitives are all of equal length (represented by dS or dψ), and are the left
turn, right turn, and straight flight path primitives. Every discrete node in the tree
has only a single parent and three children branches as is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The discrete tree, utilized initially in [23] and also used in this work, initially
prunes much of the discrete tree through the use of a two-step look-back tree structure. The structure, represented in Figure 3.2, shows how the previous two path
segments limit the possible future path segments.

That is, if a vehicle has turned

in either of the previous two segments, then it is allowed only to continue turning
in the same direction or to fly straight. If the vehicle has continued straight for two
continuous steps, then it is allowed to either continue straight or turn in either direction. This simplification significantly reduces the total number of branches that are
created and must be explored (see Figure 3.3), avoids sudden changes from one turn
direction to another that would typically be undesirable, and in the process plans
paths considerably faster.
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Figure 3.1: Turn and straight discrete step path primitives of equal length, dS, are
assembled forming the several flyable path branches of the discrete-step path tree.
3.1.4

Step Size Selection
The selection of the size of the discrete step affects the speed of the planner,

its ability to follow the optimal path, and even whether the vehicle senses a target it
passes over. The most visible affect of step size is the resulting speed of the LRTA*
algorithm. When the step size is small the depth of the tree increases significantly,
resulting in a very large number of nodes defining the full path tree. The LRTA*
algorithm slows down considerably with each additional level of tree depth. Referring
to Figure 3.3, suppose a problem containing a path of moderate length uses a large
step size (.9 Rt ) to explore the path tree to a depth of 10, resulting in a planned tour
in approximately half a second. Now, if the step size is reduced to .3 Rt , the tree
depth is now 30, the tree contains 1011 more nodes, and the global path planning is
performed in 7 seconds. The path with .9 Rt step results in a courser path that is 108
percent the length of the path using a .3 Rt step, but achieved the resulting path in
a fraction of the time. The numbers in this example are exaggerated, but illustrate
the significance and effect of step size selection.
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Figure 3.2: The tree structure is limited by a two-step look-back in which the two
previous path segments constrain the next possible segment. The letters in each knot
indicate the path primitive that led to it; L, S, and R for Left turn, Straight flight,
and Right turn respectively.
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Figure 3.3: The growth of the number of nodes in the path tree is significantly reduced
through the use of the two-step look-back tree structure.
The effectiveness of a discrete step planner depends on the size of the step
that is selected. Howlett has shown that the selection of step size can affect how well
the discrete planner follows an optimal path. Unfortunately, the ability of a given
step size to follow the optimal path varies with each planned path. Path errors occur
when the optimal path changes directions in between discrete steps of the planned
path [23]. It is easy to see how a step that is too large can make the planner incapable
of subtle course corrections that may be required to find and follow the optimal path.
In contrast, a step size that is too small will require a much greater path tree depth,
and consequently will considerably slow the path calculation. The advantage of using
a learning algorithm is that it learns how to best approximate the optimal path
regardless of the step size used.
Poor selection of the discrete step size can also lead to sensor errors. It is
possible that a vehicle can fly over a target and not sense it when a large step size
is selected. The vehicles only test for target detection within the sensor footprint
geometry at the sensor position at the conclusion of a discrete step. The sensor
footprint dimensions used match the specifications of the AFRL/VACA LOCAAS
vehicle, and are given by xsensor = 0.48Rt and ysensor = 1.18Rt . The discrete step
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α = tan−1

³

ysensor /2
Rt +xsensor /2

´

dψ = 2α
dS = Rt dψ

dψ

dS

α
xsensor

Rt

ysensor

Figure 3.4: The step size, dψ, must remain less than 2α to ensure full sensor coverage.

can be as large as the xsensor on straight path segments before gaps in the sensed
space appear. However, a discrete step of 0.48 Rt is too large for turning segments
since the outer edge of the sensor footprint travels faster when the vehicle turns.
Figure 3.4 shows that on turning segments the UAV can only travel 0.300 Rt before
a gap appears. As a result of the sensor gaps, the discrete step size should only be
allowed to exceed 0.3Rt when absolutely necessary to limit path tree depth and to
speed path calculation.

3.2

Single-Visit NILRTA* Tree Search
The single-visit tour planner, as developed, makes a number of contributions

to the LOCAAS scenario. Howlett applied the LRTA* algorithm to the well-defined
discrete-step path tree in order to learn which branches best fulfill the team goals
without explicitly telling the planner how or in what order to accomplish them. The
discrete paths generated by the planner, though not exact, give very good approximations for the actual time-over-target (time of task completion). The planner allows
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vehicles to use their entire sensor footprints for sensing targets, which is a significant
improvement over the Dubins path methods which effectively use only a small portion
of the sensor.
Performance of the search algorithm was improved in a number of ways. Memory limitations and the large number of discrete nodes in the path tree (see Figure 3.3)
motivated the use of the LRTA* algorithm in place of the faster A* algorithm. The
LRTA* algorithm was also modified to terminate when path improvement ceased.
This is referred to as the Non-Improving LRTA* (NILRTA*) algorithm and will be
reviewed in greater detail in Section 3.2.3. The specific implementation of the LRTA*
algorithm developed by Howlett is unique because there is no set goal node. Rather,
the objective is met as the path weaves its way through the spatially close targets
and is able to sense each of them with its sensor footprint.
Although developed for restricted problems which generate single-visit sensory
tours, much of the work applies to the multiple-visit planner and is reviewed in greater
detail in the following sections as general background and foundation. A comparison
between the original LRTA* algorithm and the modified, non-improving version of
the LRTA* algorithm will not be presented for the multiple-visit extension to the
discrete-step path planner. The differences, advantages and disadvantages of the
two methods, in speed of calculation as well as resulting optimality of the planned
path, prove to be the same in the multiple-visit planner as they were in the original
work [23], and therefore are not presented here. A sample path from [23] through eight
targets is displayed in Figure 3.5. The vehicle uses the NILRTA* planner to learn the
shortest path through the targets to sense them all within the sensor footprint.

3.2.1

LRTA* Algorithm
The LRTA* algorithm is actually quite simple and proceeds in the following

manner [30]. Each discrete-step node, i, has a heuristic, hi , which estimates the
distance the vehicle must travel before the objective is accomplished. Every node has
a set of m neighbor nodes, which are the nodes that the vehicle can proceed to next.
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Path Length = 15.0588
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Figure 3.5: Sample tour generated using the LRTA* algorithm to visit eight targets
each a single time.
At each step of the search, the current node, i, calculates
fj = kij + hj

∀j = 1, . . . , m.

The value kij is the cost for the vehicle to travel from node i to node j. The value
fj is the estimated path length before the objective is met if the vehicle at node i
proceeds to neighbor j. The node i heuristic is updated so that hi = minj fj , and
then the search proceeds to the corresponding minimum cost neighbor. The algorithm
proceeds from node to node in this manner, updating the heuristics as it goes, until
the objective is reached (all targets sensed), and the search is begun again at the
initial node. The heuristic for the current node is updated with a better estimate on
each step of the search until the updates converge to the actual minimum path.
The path tree structure lends itself to the LRTA* algorithm very well. The
heuristic in this particular application, hi , is an estimation of the flight time required
before the vehicle will successfully visit all tasks in the tour. The m neighbor nodes
are the children nodes defined by the turn or straight flight path segments that the
vehicle follows, and are limited by the two-step look-back tree structure. The value
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of kij is the constant discrete step length, dS, regardless of which two adjacent nodes
i and j are used. The algorithm records the total heuristic change, ∆htotal , for every
run of the algorithm. Each run begins by resetting ∆htotal = 0, and the total change
is updated by ∆htotal = ∆htotal + |hinew − hiold | for every node i the algorithm passes.
When ∆htotal = 0 at the conclusion of a run through the tree, the algorithm has
converged to the final planned path.
Each node in the single-visit path tree maintains a number of items of information regarding itself and the tree branch that led to it. The tree grows as it is
explored, only creating individual nodes when they are needed. When a node is created it is given its configuration vector, P = [x, y, ψ], it is informed of which targets
have already been sensed by parent nodes on the current branch, and the heuristic
value for the node, hi , is initialized. The new node immediately checks its sensor
footprint for targets, updating the list of sensed targets if necessary. The algorithm
is outlined in pseudocode in Algorithm 1, where count indicates the current node’s
distance from the root node (the length of the current path), bestcount indicates the
length in number of nodes of the shortest path found, and allSensed indicates whether
the goal has been met by sensing all targets.
Several methods were implemented by Howlett to improve the speed and performance of the overall algorithm. It was deemed necessary to be able to return a
planned path at “anytime” should the path planning need to be terminated and a
valid path returned [31, 32, 33]. This was partially accomplished by initializing the
path tree with a valid tour generated using a greedy search that flies directly to the
nearest unvisited target much as the point-to-point tours do. The initialized path is
immediately valid should it be needed for execution. This path also serves to initialize
the bestcount length. The bestcount length can speed the search because whenever
the count value in the current run exceeds the bestcount value, the current branch
is terminated, its heuristic set to infinity, and the search restarted at the root node.
In this way, branches that are longer than the current best path can be immediately
pruned.
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Algorithm 1: Single-Visit LRTA* Tree Search
Input: Initial configuration P0 = (x0 , y0 , ψ0 ) and targets T
Output: Planned Path
LRTA(P0 ,T )
(1)
while ∆htotal > 0
(2)
while count < bestcount
(3)
if allSensed
(4)
break
(5)
if !children
(6)
create children
(7)
m = number of children
(8)
for j = 1 to m
(9)
fj = hj + dS
(10)
h ← minj fj
(11)
count = count + 1
(12)
proceed to child node k = arg minj fj
(13)
if count < bestcount
(14)
bestcount = count

3.2.2

Calculating the Initial Search Heuristic
There are two major issues for consideration when initializing heuristics in the

LRTA* planner. The fundamental requirement of the LRTA* path search method is
that the individual node heuristics must always initially underestimate the true path
length. This heuristic admissibility restriction is required by the algorithm because
if the heuristic initially overestimates the path length then the algorithm may never
explore branches of the tree that actually lead to the optimal solution. The second
issue that is pertinent to the effectiveness of LRTA* search is the initial value of the
heuristic. The closer the initial heuristics are to the actual path length value, the
faster the algorithm converges to the optimal path.
The heuristics used in the single-visit tour planner are based on two primary
distances. The first distance is the Euclidean distance from the vehicle to the nearest
target minus half the sensor footprint width (ysensor ). The second distance is from
the nearest target to the target farthest from it minus the full ysensor footprint width.
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target 3
target 2

b

a

target 1

Figure 3.6: Heuristic used to initialize node heuristics in the single-visit LRTA* and
NILRTA* path tree searches.
These two distances are respectively illustrated in Figure 3.6 (from Howlett’s singlevisit planner [23]) by the lengths labeled as ‘a’ and ‘b’. The complete heuristic can
also be given in equation form and is defined by
h = min kdi k + max ktj k − 1.5ysensor − 3dS
i

j

where di is the distance from the vehicle to target i and tj is the distance from
the target i to the target, j, farthest from it. The width of the sensor and three
discrete step lengths are subtracted from the heuristic to ensure that it is admissible
(underestimates the actual path length).

3.2.3

Terminating Conditions
The tour path planner has two terminating conditions. The general LRTA*

algorithm terminates when the total heuristic change in a run through the tree is
zero. When this happens the search has converged on an optimal path. An additional terminating condition stops the search when the planner has gone through a
given number of iterations without improving upon the best path found. This specific variation to the standard LRTA* algorithm is referred to as the Non-Improving
LRTA* (NILRTA*) algorithm, and is very effective because near-optimal paths are
found quickly. The majority of the LRTA* search time is spent either verifying that
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the path found is optimal or tweaking a near-optimal path for minor improvements.
In this way the algorithm trades off minor improvements in path planning performance for major gains in speed of the computation. It is the non-improving version
of the algorithm that is used in the multiple-visit tour planner.

3.3

Multi-Visit NILRTA* Path Planning
The single-visit NILRTA* planner needed to be expanded for application to

multiple-visit MVTV problems. The spatial coupling of closely-packed targets becomes even more severe when the targets must be visited multiple distinct times.
The path search, heuristics, and tour objectives have been modified to allow multiple
repeated visits to individual targets as required by the MVTV problem definition.
One objective of this research is to verify that Howlett’s planner can be extended
to such problems. There are two issues that must be addressed when modifying the
single-visit planner to work with multiple-visit problems. First, an improved record of
target detection, task completion, and the remaining target visits in a tour needed to
be maintained. The second major modification made was increased complexity and
accuracy in the initial path length heuristics. These changes are discussed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 respectively. Further discussion of the proper selection of step
size for effective path planning and speed is presented in Section 3.3.3. Qualitative
results of the multiple-visit NILRTA* path planner are then presented in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.1

Target Detection and Service
The multiple-visit tour planner must be able to distinguish between separate

visits that are made to a single target. In the single-visit planner the targets are
either sensed or not. The target is not distinguished by when it was visited, and
there is no allowance for the target to be visited multiple times. The target is either
sensed or not because each node is passed the sensory information of all preceding
parent nodes. Using this method for multiple-visit targets, however, would result in
all visits to a target apparently being accomplished simultaneously as soon as the
target is captured for the first time within the vehicle sensor footprint. To ensure
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that the targets are all fully serviced with distinct visits, changes have been made
regarding what information is recorded in each node, the sensed state of the targets,
and how it is determined that all targets have been fully serviced.
Keeping track of each target as well as the multiple visits was accomplished
through the use of a linked list. Each item on the list represents a target that either
still requires one or more visits or was still within the sensor footprint of the parent
node. It is no longer enough to know if the target is visited or not, so each item on
the list further distinguishes each target by position, the number of times it must yet
be visited, and by its current sensory state. The targets have only two sensory states,
sensed and unsensed, and specific actions are taken only when the state changes.
When a node is created, the sensory information from the parent node is copied to
the child. The new node tests the remaining targets on the list to see if they are
found within the sensor and the parent’s sensor information is updated in the current
node. The targets’ sensed states are updated in the following ways:
• Unsensed target remains unsensed — No updates necessary.
• Unsensed target sensed in current node — The target is receiving an additional
visit and the target item in the linked list decrements the remaining visits by
one. The current node records that the target has been sensed and that a target
has entered the sensor footprint in this step. If this is the last visit to the last
target on the list, the tour down the current branch is complete and the search
restarts at the root node.
• Sensed target remains sensed in current node — Target remains in sensor footprint from previous discrete step. The current node records the target as being
sensed in this step, but not that it just entered the sensor in this step. No
changes to the target information occur.
• Parent-sensed target is unsensed in current node — The target has left the
sensor footprint. If the target has no additional visits required it is removed
from the linked list.
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As indicated in the itemized list, each node in the tree keeps a record of two
things. First, the node records a list of all targets found within the sensor footprint at
the current position. Second, the node also records whether a target was newly found
at this step of planner. The record of nodes with newly-sensed targets is later used
to determine the time-over-target for individual task completion, and as a result, the
overall effectiveness of the planned tour.

3.3.2

Initial Heuristic Calculation
The speed of the LRTA* search is directly related to the quality of the heuris-

tics used. The closer the heuristics are to the actual path length values, the faster
the planner will converge to the resulting planned path. Therefore, in order to get
the desired speed of convergence in the more complicated multiple-visit tour path,
heuristics that represent the actual path length with greater fidelity were required.
The path heuristics are calculated immediately when a new node is created and must
be done in a timely manner. The fidelity must be increased while still being mindful
of memory management and computational issues that arise when each complete path
search creates millions of discrete nodes.
The path heuristics used in the single-visit planner were initially used without
modification in the multiple-visit planner. These heuristics underestimate the actual
value of the path length and so meet the admissibility requirement. The resulting
paths that were generated by the multiple-visit NILRTA* planner using these simplified length estimates closely approximated the optimal paths much like they did
in the single-visit non-improving planner. However, even though the heuristics were
admissible, and the resulting paths were near-optimal, the search slowed considerably
due to amount by which the heuristics underestimated the actual path. It was necessary to improve the heuristics for multiple-visit tour paths so that the search could
generate paths quickly enough for near real-time applications.
The heuristics were improved for both multiple target scenarios involving
single-visit paths and multiple-visit target tours. The initial heuristic failed to recognize when one or more targets was not within the immediate path predicted by the
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heuristic. By using only the nearest target to the vehicle and the target farthest from
the nearest target, it was possible that an entire section of the path was overlooked.
Figure 3.7(a) illustrates how this is possible since the need to visit target 1 is never
considered in the heuristic. The improved heuristic illustrated in Figure 3.7(b) uses

   

   

   

   


   

   

(a) The single-visit heuristic can miss one or
more targets in its estimation.

(b) Improved heuristics use distance between the two targets farthest from each
other, the target spread, to improve the estimation of the total required flight distance.

Figure 3.7: The heuristics are improved through the use of target spread rather than
only the nearest and farthest targets.

the spread of the targets when initializing the path heuristics. The spread of the
targets, distance ‘b’ in Figure 3.7(b), is the distance between the two targets farthest from each other. The improved heuristic is calculated much like the single-visit
heuristic was, as discussed in Section 3.2.2, where the two lengths are the distance
to the nearest of the two targets farthest from each other, and the distance between
those two targets. Again, lengths are removed from the total (1.5ysensor and 3dS) to
ensure that the distance is admissible. Through the use of the two targets farthest
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from each other, the heuristics more closely approximated the actual path length and
increased the speed of convergence to the final path.
Although the improved heuristic significantly increased the speed of path planning in multiple-target, multiple-visit tour planning scenarios, it was still deemed too
slow for use in near real-time applications. In order to obtain the required speed from
the tour planner, the heuristics were further improved by considering the following
items when calculating the initial path heuristic:
• Number of targets to be visited in the tour
• Target spread, or distance between the two targets farthest from each other
• Number of required visits to each of the targets used to calculate target spread
• Minimum distance a vehicle can fly between sensory visits to a single target
• Vehicle turning radius and position and dimensions of sensor footprint
• Discrete step size, dS, used in the path tree search
The items listed above were combined in a manner that is admissible and more closely
approximated the actual path lengths. The more complicated heuristics were based
mostly on the improved heuristic illustrated in Figure 3.7(b) with additional terms
that represented the need of the tour to perform repeat visits. The admissibility
was guaranteed through the subtraction of lengths much like the original heuristic,
and through two other tools. First, after the heuristic length was calculated it was
normalized by the length of the discrete step, dS, and then rounded down to the
nearest full step. In this way, the initial heuristic length estimate was always reduced
by one step to ensure admissibility. Second, the heuristic was calculated only considering the two targets farthest from each other. It is assumed that when the vehicle
has fully serviced these targets it will have serviced the remaining targets along the
way. It is possible that this assumption has the same effect on multi-visit problems
as the original heuristic had on single-visit problems (see Figure 3.7(a)), but this
underestimation further ensures heuristic admissibility.
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The dynamics and sensors of the vehicle influence the heuristic estimation by
affecting the distance a vehicle must fly between sensory visits to a target. Figure 3.8
shows how the use of the full sensor footprint can result in repeated visits in less
than the 2πRt minimum distance that is required by a point-to-point path planner to
return and fly directly over the target. The return visit distance depends on turning
radius, Rt , the position and dimensions of the sensor relative to the vehicle position
and heading, and was determined to be approximately 1.75πRt for the vehicle and
sensor definitions used throughout this work.
The distance between the two targets farthest from each other and the number
of visits required by each of these targets were used to estimate the total required
flight distance. Whenever the heuristic distance between the targets (see distance
‘b’ in Figure 3.7(b)) is less than the return visit distance (see Figure 3.8), then it
is faster to perform multiple visits on each target through a single loop as shown in
Figure 3.9(a)). However, if the the target spread is greater than 1.75πRt +ysensor , then
it is faster to visit each target multiple times separately as shown in Figure 3.9(b).
The improved heuristics dramatically improved the search speed in the NILRTA* path planner. The use of many path-length determining factors in the calculation of the initial heuristic resulted in both path estimates that more closely
represented the actual paths and faster convergence in the search algorithm.

3.3.3

Step and Tree Size Limitations
As has been discussed, the speed of the path search depends highly on the size

(number of nodes) of the path tree. Two methods have been employed to control the
size of the path tree and thereby speed the search. The number of nodes has been
controlled through the proper selection of step size, and entire branches of the tree
have been pruned whenever the search wanders “out of bounds”. These tools have
been used to tune the planner to the specific needs of a given search execution.
The number of nodes in the tree depends on both the discrete step size used
in the planner and the overall dimensions of the world. The step size has been
selected based on the total area of the world for each run of the tour path planner
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Figure 3.8: Estimation of the minimum flight distance required to return and visit a
target as used in the heuristic calculation. The distance is estimated by 1.75πRt for
the vehicle constraints and sensor positions and dimensions defined in this problem.

   


   

(a) Close targets can all be visited in a single
loop.

(b) Targets far from each other requiring
multiple visits are serviced faster when visited separately.

Figure 3.9: The spread of the targets determines how best to service the multiple-visit
targets, and therefore how the initial heuristics are calculated.
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in order to limit the size of the tree. The calculation of the world area first involves
finding the tightest bounding box that contains both the vehicle and all the targets,
defined by opposite corners [xmin , ymin ] and [xmax , ymax ]. Once the bounding box is
defined, the box defining world area limits is similarly defined by the opposite corners
[xmin − 2.1Rt , ymin − 2.1Rt ] and [xmax + 2.1Rt , ymax + 2.1Rt ]. This area is shown in
Figure 3.10 by everything within the outer limits of the cross-hatched box. The step
size is then selected using Table 3.1. In this way, the step size selected is appropriate
for the size of the world, thus limiting the size of the path tree.
The calculated world area is also used to prune the path tree. Anything outside
the perimeter of the world area is considered “out of bounds”, as shown in Figure 3.10.
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2.1Rt
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Legend
UAV
Multiple-visit targets
Smallest bounding box
World area
“Out of Bounds”

Figure 3.10: The figure represents the limits that are used for the path tree. Any
branch that goes “out of bounds” is terminated and its heuristic is set to infinity.
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Table 3.1: Step sizes used in path planning are based on world area. The world area
normalized by Rt2 , and the step size is normalized by Rt . The discrete planner is not
used on world sizes above 90.25Rt because the improvement is small and world size
makes the calculation very slow.
Area/Rt2
anything less than 4.00
between 4.00 and 12.25
between 12.25 and 90.25
anything above 90.25

dψ = dS/Rt
0.17647
0.26471
0.35294
not used

Should the planner ever wander off course, exploring paths and creating nodes that
are out of bounds, the path length heuristics for such nodes are immediately set
to infinity, effectively terminating the path. In this way the search can be further
restricted to limit the path planning search to the area of interest around the vehicle
and targets.

3.3.4

Qualitative Performance
The MVTV NILRTA* path planner generates tours that accomplish all of the

intended objectives set forth. The performance of the planner was measured against
tours generated by the point-to-point Dubins path planning method. The tours are
formed in the Dubins method using a greedy selection of task or target visit order.
Sample paths comparing Dubins paths with the multiple-visit NILRTA* planned
paths are presented in Figures 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13. The sets of figures illustrate three
typical tour scenarios of various lengths, number of visits, and target spread. It is no
surprise that when the targets are closely packed the effective use of the sensor has
the greatest effect, resulting in multiple-visit NILRTA* tours which are significantly
shorter than the alternative (shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.13). When the targets are
relatively spread out, and when each target requires multiple visits, as in Figure 3.12,
the resulting MVTV tour path looks more or less like a loop. In such cases the sensor
capabilities still improve tour paths by avoiding unnecessary loops and added flight
time to pass directly over the targets, but the improvement is not nearly as great.
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(a) Point-to-point planners do not effectively use sensors when passing nearby and
not directly over targets.

(b) The use of the sensor footprint is particularly important when targets are closely
packed.

Figure 3.11: Sample comparison between Dubins point-to-point path tours and
multiple-visit NILRTA*-planned tours.
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of execution.
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Figure 3.12: Sample comparison between Dubins point-to-point path tours and
multiple-visit NILRTA*-planned tours.
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(a) Optimal point-to-point segments.

(b) NILRTA* tour plan.

Figure 3.13: Sample paths generated using a point-to-point planner and multiple-visit
NILRTA* tour path planner.

A number of general statements can be made about the tours generated using
the NILRTA* tour planner. The results indicate that the tour-planned paths gain
the most when the planned tours visit multiple targets that each require two visits
or less. The use of the full sensor results in the vehicles making less dramatic course
changes. When multiple repeat visits are required to multiple closely spaced targets,
the MVTV tour accomplishes more by performing a loop that includes all repeat-visit
targets. This is true because it is sufficient for the vehicles to simply pass nearby a
target for it to be sensed within its sensor footprint. This sort of behavior is seen
in both Figures 3.11 and 3.12. In tours involving multiple closely-packed one- or
two-visit targets, the tour-planned path is capable of completing the identical tour in
significantly less time due to the effective use of the entire sensor footprint. This is
illustrated most clearly in Figure 3.13, but can be seen in Figure 3.11 even with the
three visits made to the left-most target. In most cases, cooperative team assignments
involving any target requiring three or more visits will usually have the visits assigned
to multiple cooperating vehicles, rather than ever requiring a single vehicle to perform
all the visits. The distribution of multiple visits to different vehicles therefore also
results in the best possible situation for the tour planner to be used.
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The conversion of the single-visit tour planner to a multiple-visit tour planner
suitable for the MVTV problem has been completed. The path lengths of the complete tours are significantly improved over Dubins path planners in multiple-target
multiple-visit scenarios. The research objectives that motivated the development of
the multiple-visit tour planner were to determine whether this planner could be integrated into an overall solution method to improve the team assignments, and whether
the method could plan paths with sufficient speed for real-time applications. The issues regarding the integration of the planner with an assignment method, managing
problem growth, distribution of computational load, and assembly and evaluation of
team assignments will be discussed in detail in the following chapter. Further details
regarding the success, speed, and effect of the tour planner and assignment algorithms
will be discussed in Chapter 5, Results and Performance.
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Chapter 4

Assignment Management

The approach followed in this thesis involves the use of the improved path
planner, discussed in Chapter 3, coupled with an efficient approach for managing the
assignment of vehicles to targets. An assignment, as defined and used in this work,
is the full allocation of tasks to vehicles. An assignment indicates to each vehicle in
the team how many times it must visit each of the targets in the scenario, which fully
defines the tour requested of the discrete planner. The calculation of the tour paths
allows for the consideration of the overall benefit of an entire team assignment, rather
than iteratively evaluating the immediate gain of individual vehicle subassignments.
This chapter discusses the problem management portions of the overall algorithm, which were developed to take advantage of the improved tour path planning
methods discussed in Chapter 3. The focus of the discussion in the following sections
will be on the centralized tasks performed by a managing agent in the execution
of the complete assignment algorithm. Various aspects of the assignment process
are described. Problem setup is performed so that the strengths of the vehicle tour
path planner can be fully utilized. Methods for controlling problem growth in the
assignment process are then discussed. Path length heuristics are again employed
to simplify and speed the overall calculation. Methods for problem simplification
through the use of evaluated and ordered assignments are presented. The method
for calculating path heuristics for assignment cost estimation is defined and differences between path heuristics used in assignment estimation and those used used in
NILRTA* initialization are presented. Details describing how the heuristics and ordered assignments are used to simplify and reduce the problem size are presented. A
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general overview of the overall management and path planning algorithms are then
presented, illustrating how the problem can be distributed across multiple computers
to further manage the computational load.

4.1

MVTV Problem Setup
A large portion of the assignment problem is tied up in simply generating as-

signments that are both complete and not redundant. An assignment is considered
complete when every target is fully serviced by the UAV team. A redundant assignment is one in which more visits are made to any single target than are required.
Assignments cannot make effective use of team resources if the team either fails to
fully service any targets or if it is assigned to over-service one or more targets. The
iterative approach employed in [6, 13] guarantees complete assignments that are not
redundant, but can generate assignments and paths that are shortsighted in scope
and objective, often resulting in a less effective use of team resources. Vehicles make
better use of resources, improve overall cooperation, and perform better team assignments when they plan paths through entire tours before tour execution begins. This
section presents how the problem is setup and managed to accomplish this objective
in real time.

4.1.1

Listing Tours and Assignments
The problem is set up in a manner that produces only complete and non-

redundant assignments for the vehicles on the team. In order for an assignment to
be both complete and non-redundant, the proper number of visiting vehicles must be
assigned to each target. The first step taken in generating a complete assignment is
to first make a list of all possible ways that each target can be visited. For instance,
a target that must be visited three times by a team of three vehicles can be visited
by the combinations of vehicles shown in Table 4.1. The way the data is presented,
the assignments (1 2 1) and (2 1 1) are identical to the shown assignment (1 1 2),
and therefore are not listed. The only difference between these three assignments is
the order in which the vehicles visit the target. The problem simplifications allow
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Table 4.1: The ten possible combinations of three UAVs that can be assigned to visit
a three-visit target. Assignment 2 results in vehicle 1 visiting the target twice and
vehicle 2 visiting the target once.
assignment
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
3

assigned
vehicles
1
1
1
2
1
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3

any vehicle to perform any task, thus removing the task ordering and timing complications. Without the timing complications, there is no distinction between the three
target assignments listed because the planner finds the best order for the vehicles to
accomplish the three tasks and does not need to be told explicitly.
The number of possible vehicle combinations for servicing the ith target, Ti
(ten in the case illustrated in Table 4.1), is a function of the number of visits the
target requires, ni , and the number of vehicles on the team that can be used in the
assignment, m, and is given by the relationship
Ti =

((m − 1) + ni )!
.
(m − 1)! · ni !

The complete and non-redundant team assignments are obtained from all the possible
combinations of the individual target service combinations. When multiple targets are
involved, the total number of possible assignments, A, is obtained from the product
of all the Ti ’s from the individual vehicle visit combinations for each target
A=

Y

i=1,2,...,I
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Ti .

Generating the list of feasible assignments in this manner always results in generating all the complete and non-redundant assignments and none that are either not
complete or are redundant.
Given a set of multiple-visit targets, the number of possible tours through
those targets can be calculated in a similar manner. The number of tours a vehicle
can be assigned to perform, Nt , including the null tour assignment (vehicle continues
search rather than visiting or completing tasks on any targets), is dependent only on
the number of targets, I, and the number of visits required by each target, ni for
target i, and is given by the product
Nt =

Y

(ni + 1) .

i=1,2,...,I

When all vehicles require three visits, the number of tours is simply (3 + 1) I , or
4I , which was the case in Table 2.3 in Chapter 2. It is the general assumption
that a target will be visited three times to classify the target type, attack, and verify
destruction, but whenever an assumed target is a decoy or when a task fails, a different
number of visits may be required. Though simplifications made in this work remove
these elements of probability for this preliminary research, nothing inherent to the
problem definition or solution method prevent the extension of these methods to such
problems.
Figure 4.1 illustrates the combinatorial growth that occurs in MVTV problems
as defined in the Problem Statement. The growth data presented involves targets that
must each be visited three distinct times. The total number of possible assignments
make it computationally intractable to perform exhaustive searches to find global
solutions in near-real-time applications.

4.1.2

Preliminary Assignment Ordering
It is desirable to evaluate assignments in the order of most probable benefit.

The assignments should be ordered according to the projected benefit to the team so
that computational time and energy are not wasted actually planning and evaluating
inefficient tours and undesirable assignments. Before assignments can be ordered,
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Figure 4.1: The number of possible assignments grows exponentially with the number
of vehicles and the number of targets.

it is necessary to determine how the value of a team assignment will be evaluated.
Whether the evaluation is based on projected values for yet uncalculated tours or on
actual results from planned paths, the same method of determining value must be
used to ensure that the projected ordering of assignments most closely approximates
the actual order once calculated.
Two measures for evaluating assignment costs have been used within this work.
The measures used are based on different elements of cooperation that may be desirable in a team of unmanned agents. To illustrate the first, assume the motivation
for cooperation is to completely service multiple targets as fast as possible. The
measure used in such cases is defined as the speed with which the team completes
all visits, or the assignment that finishes the set of tasks first. This measure is easy
to calculate since it is represented by the total flight time of the vehicle that completes the final target visit. Estimating the assignment cost using this measure is also
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straightforward. Once path heuristics have been generated for each vehicle tour in
an assignment, the estimate is the length of the longest tour heuristic.
Another element of cooperation that the team may want to foster is the best
use of individual and team resources. Such cooperation is engendered whenever assignments are based on the average gain that each vehicle perceives its own tour
producing. The gain of each tour from each vehicle is waited equally, regardless of
the number of tasks the vehicle is asked to perform. The effect of this type of assignment measure is that teams may choose to accomplish the set of tasks a little
slower if it can be completed with the committed expenditure of less vehicle resources.
Without this cooperation a vehicle may come a great distance to complete a single
task because it can get to it faster. However, if this cooperation is employed, a vehicle
that is already in the area completing other tasks may add the task to the end of its
task list, finishing the task slower, but freeing the first vehicle to perform other tasks.
Evaluating the effectiveness of a tour by the measure of individual and team
use of resources can be both straightforward and a complicated, depending on the
exact scenario. Whenever every vehicle in the team is assigned a tour of one or more
target visits, the calculation is easy. For each vehicle the length of the tour path is
divided by the number of tasks accomplished, resulting in the average flight time per
task. The averages are averaged again for the team, giving each vehicle equal weight,
to obtain the average flight per task per vehicle.
The calculation becomes more complicated whenever one or more vehicle in
the team receives the null, or search assignment. The null assignment is defined by
when a vehicle is not asked to commit any resources to the completion of any target
tasks, but is allowed to search the area for more targets. The immediate area of
interest contains targets whose positions are known from a preliminary sensory pass,
but this does not imply that the area under consideration is the entire world space.
There may be separate areas of interest that still require sensory passes and possibly
contain targets that must be visited. In such cases, it is not clear what value should
be given to the null assignment. It is difficult to measure the cost to the team of the
search assignment since it is possible that nothing will be found and the search time
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wasted. Added difficulty comes from trying to properly weight the null assignment,
since improper weighting in either direction can result in poor team cooperation. If
the null assignment is given too great a cost, the team will have no motivation to
promote this type of cooperation and the method becomes identical to the method
previously mentioned. On the other hand, if the null tour is considered too beneficial
(cost to team is too low), then the result can be that a single team member may
perform all target visits while the rest of the team searches, thereby making very
poor use of the team resources. In practice, the use of team cooperation to speed the
completion of all target visits has been far more successful due to the complex nature
of this second type of cooperation.
In measuring the effect of an assignment evaluation method, it is necessary
to determine how effectively heuristics can be used. Path length heuristics and team
cost estimates are used to quickly approximate the cost or value of a given assignment
without actually planning the paths. The large number of tours in MVTV problems
makes it impractical to plan all paths with a NILRTA* path planner for global solutions within reasonable time constraints. As a result, the assignment algorithm
requires more simplistic approximations of path length in order to get preliminary
estimates of assignment costs and benefits. These initial approximations are used to
decide which assignments should be evaluated first, and to evaluate obviously poor
vehicle tour paths and team assignments last or not at all. Heuristics and assignment
cost estimates are employed in this fashion to achieve the near real-time response that
is desired.

4.1.3

Path Heuristics and Assignment Estimates
The lengths of the individual tour paths for each vehicle are approximated

using a functional relationship similar to that used in Section 3.3.2. The path length
estimation is performed using the same component lengths that were discussed with
the NILRTA* heuristic initialization; this is accomplished through the use of the target spread, the number of visits required by each target, and the size and orientation
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of the UAV sensor footprint relative to the vehicle flight path. One significant difference between this heuristic and the NILRTA* initialization is that it is essential
that these heuristics properly predict the relative length of a path compared to the
lengths of other paths. On the other hand, these heuristics are not limited by the
admissibility restriction applied to the LRTA* heuristics. In order to improve the relative value of the heuristic, additional component lengths are added to the heuristics
that were subtracted out of the LRTA* heuristics to ensure admissibility. The full
heuristic more fully represents the path length and is suited for use in compiling and
evaluating team assignment cost estimates. The estimates allow the assignments to
be ordered according to their approximate relative value, which ordering is used to
prioritize the planning and evaluation of the actual paths and assignments.

4.2

Problem Reduction
The primary purpose for putting the assignments in an ordered list is to reduce

the number of assignments and paths under consideration. After the assignments
have been ordered according to estimated cost, only the N best assignments are
kept for actual evaluation. The value of N is determined by the problem size and
is used to control problem growth. The method for using the N -best assignments
to control problem growth is presented in the following section. In addition to the
reduced number of assignments that must be fully evaluated by the manager, the
N -best assumption also reduces the number of individual vehicle tours that must be
calculated.

4.2.1

Using the N -Best Assignments
A necessary part of ensuring that the problem remains computationally tractable

is reducing the size of the MVTV problem space that is explored for the selection of a
final assignment. MVTV problem reduction is possible through the use of tour path
length heuristics and estimations of team assignment costs. In this way, the team
can weed out obviously poor paths and assignments so they will not need to be fully
planned and evaluated. Iterative methods control problem size by only considering a
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portion of the total assignment at a time, while the tour planning assignment method
controls problem size through efficient elimination of tours and assignments that are
unlikely to produce good results.
Once the path length heuristics have been calculated and combined to form
assignment cost estimates, the estimates are ordered to predict the best order for
the vehicles to plan the individual tours and for the manager to evaluate the team
assignments. The manager and vehicles begin at the top of the ordered list and
proceed down until either all assignments have been fully evaluated or until time
limitations require the system to return a feasible assignment for immediate execution.
Because of the large total number of assignments typically required (see Figure 4.1),
the system is seldom actually allowed to fully evaluate all assignments on the list
before execution is required.
The method devised to reduce the required computation for both the managing agent and the individual UAVs is to keep only a fraction of the ordered assignments based on the preliminary cost estimates. Keeping only the N best assignments
increases the computational speed of every aspect of the problem solution. The computation of the manager agent is primarily centered on the following three tasks:
1. generating the complete and non-redundant set of vehicle tours and team assignments,
2. calculating, evaluating and ordering of team cost estimates, and
3. evaluation and ordering of actual assignment costs after vehicles report calculated tour lengths and costs.
Problem setup involves the first two steps mentioned. Generating the lists of tours
and feasible assignments is performed very quickly even for large problems. As a
result, the amount of computation time required by the manager depends mostly on
the number of total team assignments that are being kept and ordered (the value
of N ). The value of N represents the number of assignments that are being kept
and ordered. After the first N estimates have been calculated and properly ordered,
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assignments are initially compared with the worst assignment on the ordered list. If
worse than the last listed assignment, the new estimate is immediately discarded. If it
is better than the last listed assignment, the worst assignment on the list is discarded
and the new assignment is then ordered appropriately. The manager can entirely
setup most “small” problems in less than four seconds. Setup for global solutions
(generating and explicitly ordering all assignment cost estimates) for larger problems
takes much longer, as can be seen in Table 4.2. In practice, the limit on the value
of N has been set at 80,000 assignments so that setup can be fully executed on the
order of seconds rather than minutes or hours.

Table 4.2: Setup times for problems of various sizes. All targets are assumed to be
visited three distinct times.
Number Number # Assignments
Vehicles Targets Kept & Ordered
3
3
1,000
4
10,000
3
4
3
8,000
4
4
160,000
5
4
1,500,625
5
4
75,000
5
4
20,000

4.2.2

Avg Time
to Setup
0.4 sec
2.8 sec
2.1 sec
5 min
2 hrs
6.6 sec
4.7 sec

Reduced Tours
Assignments generated using even a single poor tour are generally poor as-

signments. This is true even if the remaining vehicle tours in the assignment are
very effective. Just as a single poor tour can make multiple different assignments
ineffective, a single very effective tour will also often be found in multiple different assignments deemed effective. This is because the efficient tour may govern the overall
completion, while other vehicles in the team may have several combinations of average
tours that satisfactorily complete the remainder of the assignment. In other words,
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the same quality vehicle tours are used repeatedly in many of the best assignments,
leaving the remainder of the assignment to be accomplished by different combinations
of average tours from the rest of the vehicles in the team. The repeat appearance of
certain tours in many of the best assignments is seen in both evaluated assignments
and assignment estimates, making the N -best assignment reduction method an effective tool for reducing the number of calculated tours as well. The manager may
select a value for N based purely on the selfish need to speed problem setup, yet the
advantage of this selfish reduction is that the number of tours that must be calculated
by the individual vehicles is also significantly reduced.

4.3

Managing Algorithm
Computations associated with path planning and assignment can be broken

into portions that are either centralized or distributed. MVTV problems, by definition, are composed of multiple distinct agents working together. The ability to
manage problem growth can be improved by distributing the computational burden
to each of the individual UAV agents for path planning, and to a managing agent
for problem setup, information management, assignment evaluation, and final assignment selection. The assignment manager can be an additional computer agent in the
lead UAV, or it can be in a separate agent in a command center location — possibly
in a nearby ground station or in a high flying UAV.
Figure 4.2 gives an overview of the algorithm and shows the separate distributed and centralized aspects of the computation. First, the managing agent is
responsible for problem setup and initialization. Similarly, the central manager is
responsible for prioritizing the calculation of team assignments and individual vehicle
tours. In a fully distributed manner, the UAV agents are then responsible for calculating their own individual NILRTA* discrete-step tour paths. After the tours have
been calculated, the results are communicated to the managing agent for centralized
evaluation and team assignment selection.
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Assignment Manager Agent (Central Calculations)
Problem Setup Tasks
Select value for N
Generate list of all possible tours and assignments
Calculate path heuristics for all tours, all vehicles
Calculate estimates of all assignment costs
Order N-best assignments according to cost estimates
For each vehicle:
Extract tours from N-best ordered list
Communicate ordered tour list to each to vehicle

Assignment Evaluation Tasks
Performed when tour costs arrive from vehicle agents
As actual tour cost data arrives from vehicle agents
Evaluate assigments for which all tour data has arrived
Order evaluated assignments
Once all N-best assignments are evaluated
OR system times out
Return best calculated assignment
Communicate final tour assignments to vehicles

UAV Agents (Distributed Calculations)
Vehicle Agent 0

Vehicle Agent i
Setup Tasks
Generate list of possible tours
Calculate all tour path heuristics for vehicle i
Order tours based on effective resource use

Path Planning Tasks
Performed when setup completes or manager tours are received
While waiting for manager tour list:
Calculate NILRTA* paths for tours on local ordered list
Communicate tour costs to manager
Upon receiving manager tour list:
Calculate NILRTA* paths for tours not already calculated
Communicate tour costs to manager

Figure 4.2: Detailed overview of tour planning and assignment management and
selection algorithms.
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The calculation of the individual vehicle path length heuristics is initially performed by both the assignment manager and the individual UAV agents. The heuristic calculations execute fast enough that it is simpler, more robust, and requires less
communication to have every agent perform this initial estimation independently.
The individual agents calculate the path length heuristics for all the tours they can
conceivably be asked to perform. As the heuristics are calculated, each UAV does a
preliminary ordering of tour paths based on their potential benefit. The individual
UAV agents do not have the benefit of knowing how their tour will fit in with the rest
of the team, but they are able to determine whether or not the tour effectively uses
their individual resources, which is a good indication of its potential benefit to the
team. While awaiting further instructions from the assignment manager, the UAV
agents begin calculating tour paths in the order of the vehicles’ initial and individual
tour ordering. In this way, the agents waste no time waiting, but instead perform
calculations that they deem most useful to the team.
The managing agent is responsible for initial problem setup as well as the
preliminary estimation and ordering of path heuristics and team assignments. The
assignment manager calculates tour path heuristics for every tour of every vehicle in
the team and then assembles and orders assignment estimates. The manager uses the
ordered assignment estimates to reduce the size of the problem by keeping only the
N best assignments. Then both the N -best list of assignments, ordered according
to estimated assignment costs, and the tours associated with the N -best assignments
are communicated to the individual UAVs for calculation. Upon receiving a list of
tour paths from the manager, each vehicle will have a limited number of potential
tour paths present within the top N ordered assignments, and it is only these tours
that the individual UAVs must calculate with the NILRTA* tour planning method.
After receiving the list from the manager, the UAVs plan their own individual tours
(if they have not already been calculated) in the order they appear on the ordered
list of team assignments. The resulting NILRTA* paths, once fully planned, are
immediately communicated by the UAVs to the managing agent for use in evaluating
assignments.
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As new tour path data comes into the manager, tour costs are combined and
actual assignment costs are determined. A team assignment is then ordered on a
separate list based on the actual cost of the assignment. The best assignment yet
evaluated will always be at the beginning of the ordered list, ready for execution
should a valid assignment be immediately required. This method can return a valid,
executable solution any time after the first assignment has been completely evaluated.
In this way, the algorithm lends itself to situations where a ready solution may be
needed for immediate execution at “any time”.

4.4

Assignment Manager Summary
This chapter has presented the methods used for problem setup and manage-

ment, as well as the primary method used to reduce problem size. The assignment
manager has been developed to fully utilize the improved NILRTA* path planner. Assignments are generated which assign the number of visits each vehicle makes to each
target without restrictions on task type or order of completion. Heuristics are used by
the manager and the individual agents to predict the value of individual tours and to
estimate the value of team assignments. The problem is reduced by only keeping and
ordering the top N assignments for further planning and evaluation. The planning of
individual vehicle tours is distributed to the several UAV agents in order to lighten
the computational burden on any one agent and to improve the speed with which an
assignment is returned. Assignments are evaluated based on the speed of the team
in fully servicing all targets. The questions to be answered are how effectively this
method manages problem growth, how fast the system can produce planned paths
and team assignments for execution, how well the team cooperates, and whether or
not the method obtains better assignments than those previously obtained from other
methods. These questions are answered in the discussion of results and performance
of the overall solution method in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5

Results and Performance

The discussion up to this point has primarily been qualitative in nature. Quantitative results validating the methods introduced in Chapters 3 and 4 will be presented and discussed in this chapter. The results of using the tour path planning
method and a team assignment methodology are compared to established methods.
The baseline method that is used for comparison uses a point-to-point path planner
similar to the planner developed by the AFRL/VACA [6, 7, 13], which is based on the
geometric study of L.E. Dubins [18]. The baseline method also uses an assignment
method that is iterative and greedy. The greedy method is used to compare myopic,
iterative results with those obtained using tour paths and overall team assignments.
Tradeoffs between optimality and speed demonstrate that the minor loss in optimality can result in significant improvements in speed. The path planner is shown
to produce overall tours that are much shorter than those generated by point-to-point
planners. The assignments obtained, on average, are even better than the average
improvement obtained from the individual tours, thus validating the idea of improved
cooperation through the use of vehicle tours. Also, the N -best method of problem
reduction is shown to effectively reduce problems to computationally tractable sizes.
Test comparisons between the tour-planned assignments method and the point-topoint planning iterative assignment are presented which validate the benefit of the
proposed method. Finally, the speed is shown to be adequate for real-time applications.
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5.1

General Test Preliminaries
There are a number of test specifics that are used in each of the tests run.

The tests in this chapter have all been run using vehicle dynamics and sensor size
consistent with both the LOCAAS scenario and the planner on which this work is
based. The vehicle performs all turns with a constant turning radius of Rt = 1700
feet. The sensor footprint is positioned below the vehicle with dimensions defined by
xsensor = 0.48Rt and ysensor = 1.18Rt , or xsensor = 816 ft and ysensor = 2000 ft. All
vehicles are assumed to fly at the same constant velocity, yet no specific velocity is
used because the constant velocity assumption essentially makes flight distance and
time of flight interchangeable. For this reason, all tour heuristics and assignment cost
estimates are evaluated using the length of flight.

5.1.1

Baseline Method for Comparisons
The greedy and myopic methods used here for comparison are straightforward

implementations similar to existing iterative assignment and segment-optimal pointto-point path planning methods. Simplifications have been made in the benchmark
method to make results consistent with and comparable to those obtained in this
work. Like the simplifications made in this work, the vehicles have downward-pointing
sensors, are equally capable of performing all task types, and are therefore not subject
to timing constraints for order of task completion. Also, the vehicles in the benchmark
method are not restricted by any desired or preferred heading at the completion of
tasks. Due to the requirement for task-terminating conditions in the point-to-point
planners, the vehicles plan paths that fly directly over each target in the vehicle tour.
The greedy iteration generates tours by looking one step ahead and determining which
task can be completed first. The results and successes of this method are similar to
those reported in previous works [6, 13]. Iterative assignment methods are useful in
dealing with large problems because they automatically reduce the problem size by
only considering and evaluating computationally tractable pieces of the whole at any
one time. Although computationally efficient, applications of iterative methods often
result in team assignment inefficiencies and lengthy vehicle paths.
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5.1.2

Testing Procedures
Over 210 randomized tests were performed in an effort to quantify the differ-

ence between the benchmark method and the approach discussed here. Each test was
solved globally after randomizing the following initial problem parameters:
• number of vehicles in the scenario — between 2 and 5
• starting UAV positions — anywhere within 9000 ft. by 9000 ft. area
• initial UAV headings — anywhere from 0 to 2π radians
• number of targets to be visited — between 2 and 4
• target positions — anywhere within an 8000 ft. by 8000 ft. area.
It was assumed in all tests that each target would be visited three times to complete
the classification, attack, and verification tasks. The three-visit assumption allowed
for problems to be evaluated with the methods presented representing a wide variety of
problem sizes (number of feasible team assignments). Similarly, the world dimensions
used for randomizing target positions created some scenarios in which the targets were
closely-spaced, and others in which targets were considerably more spread out. The
problem and world sizes allowed for the usefulness of the method to be determined
for a wide range of problem types.
The algorithms were run (except when noted) to obtain global solutions. Data
were collected that could be used to verify the N -best-assignment and reduced-tours
assumptions, and to make comparisons between the tour-planned assignment method
and the iterative assignment method as discussed below. No artificial limit was placed
on computational time for reaching the global solutions. Specific randomized test runs
were generated to test the speed of the algorithm when the N -best assumption was in
use, but those results are not included in the average improvement data since no global
data was collected for comparison. Other relevant test settings will be presented with
relevant discussion throughout this chapter.
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5.1.3

Solution Optimality
Due to the complexity of MVTV problems, optimal tours and assignments

are difficult to obtain and verify. The use of tour-planned paths in making team
assignments has resulted in improved use of vehicle resources, faster completion of
team objectives, and has therefore improved the optimality of the global solution.
In many cases, however, there are necessary tradeoffs between the speed with which
the results are returned and the optimality of the assignment obtained. The primary
goal, then, is not to obtain the optimal solution, but to obtain a solution fast enough
for real-time applications that closely approximates the optimal solution. The object
of finding the global solution is to verify that the obtained assignments are indeed
near-optimal.
There are a number of factors that contribute to the speed of the algorithms
and the overall method, and each requires individual tuning to maximize speed without severely jeopardizing the quality of the result. The factors listed below have been
tuned for best general results in speed and quality in problem applications:
• size or number of nodes in the expanded path tree — determined by the world
dimensions and the size of the discrete step,
• limits on the number of tasks a UAV can perform in a given tour,
• number of iterations of the Non-Improving planner before the search times out,
• limits on the total problem size (in number of assignments) that can be setup
and managed — a function of the number of vehicles, targets, and the number
of visits needed to each target, and
• number of assignments kept by manager in the N -best assumption.
Each of these factors was tuned either universally for general problem execution and
results, or was set to automatically self-tune at problem initialization according to the
world variables. The values to which these factors are tuned depend on the computer
resources available to both the assignment manager and the individual UAVs. The
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tuning of the world size limits and discrete step size have previously been discussed in
Section 3.3.3 and presented in Table 3.1. The tuning of this variable was performed
automatically for each problem according to the size of the world area.
Unrealistic assignments are prevented through the limitation on the number
of tasks a single agent can be assigned to accomplish. The limit has been hard
coded into the simulation at nine tasks whenever computation time was limited and
the global solution was not required. Any assignment that would require a vehicle
to perform more than nine tasks was immediately discarded. The selection of nine
targets as the limit is somewhat arbitrary and based primarily on experience. The
limit further reduces the number of possible tours and assignments that the team
must calculate. The limit was selected after a number tests had been run in which
no single vehicle was ever assigned to perform more than seven tasks in a single tour.
This limit was only used when an assignment was planned for real-time execution,
but when problems are solved globally it was turned off.
The remaining factors are the number of non-improving iterations in the planner, the limits on total problem size, and the number of assignments kept in the
N -best assumption. The number of iterations of the NILRTA* algorithm was set at
10,000 before the search is terminated and the best path found is returned. This
value is consistent with the work performed by Howlett on the single-visit tour planner, and is selected to be long enough to plan near-optimal tours, and short enough
to quickly return a planned tour path. The only limits expressly put on the problem
size are the selected ranges of possible targets and vehicles in each randomized run.
These limits were selected and enforced only because the algorithms were executed
on a single computer and were allowed to run to completion on global solutions. Under these circumstances, globally solving problems with greater numbers of tours and
feasible assignments could not be accomplished using available computer resources.
When the system is fully distributed and when using the N -best ordered assignments
rather than searching for global solutions from the full list of assignments, the limits
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on vehicles and targets can be loosened and problems involving many more total assignments can be successfully handled. The selection of the value for N is discussed
fully in Section 5.4.2.

5.2

Path Planning Results
The multiple-visit tour planner was executed on over 400 multiple-target sce-

narios and compared to tours obtained from an iterative, point-to-point tour generator using identical vehicle/target situations. The length of tour-planned paths are
generally much shorter than paths constructed from multiple, piecewise-optimal path
segments. How much shorter the path is depends on
• the spread and number of the targets,
• the number of repeat visits required,
• the total resulting length of the planned path, and
• the initial positions and heading of the vehicles and targets.
The single-visit tour planner was developed specifically to overcome path planning issues that arise in closely-spaced targets. The advantages of the tour planner
and the effective use of the entire sensor footprint become readily apparent when
the spacing of targets is close. Sample tours were generated in the same randomized
world space used for entire problem solutions. The average improvement of the tour
planner over the point-to-point method is shown in Table 5.1. The improvement
is significantly better when the spacing of the targets is close, as is also shown in
Figure 5.1. The data shows that closely-spaced targets will result in paths that are
significantly longer when using iterative point-to-point planning methods as opposed
to tour-planned paths. It should be noted that the improvement in path length is
measured in comparison with the iteratively planned point-to-point paths with simplifying assumptions. If the point-to-point paths are further limited by ideal approach
headings and required order of task completion, the resulting point-to-point paths
would be significantly longer than is shown in the data.
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Table 5.1: Tour-planned paths are significantly shorter than iteratively-planned pointto-point tours in identical scenarios. The amount of overall improvement depends
heavily on the target spread.
Data Set
Average of All Tours:
Closely-spaced (avg target spread < 2Rt ):
Large Spread (avg target spread > 2Rt ):

Avg Tour-Planned Path Length
63.94% pt-to-pt tour length
53.25% pt-to-pt tour length
73.10% pt-to-pt tour length
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Figure 5.1: When targets are closely-spaced the iteratively planned paths produce
point-to-point tours that are significantly longer than discrete tour-planned paths.

Both the number of repeat-visit tasks performed by a vehicle in a tour and
the total length of the planned tour are significant to the average improvement of
the tour-planned path length over the multiple-segment point-to-point tour. Some
trends that develop are shown by the lines over the full body of data in Figure 5.2.
The number of repeat-visit tasks can often influence the length of the total tour, as
shown by the line labeled ‘2’. Whenever the vehicle must visit one or more targets
three times or more each, the length of the tour will be long and the improvement
of the entire tour length will not be as great. This is because the tour path planned
by both methods involves looping around to revisit a target, and as a result much of
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Figure 5.2: Trends in tour-planned path performance compared to iteratively-planned
paths based on the average spread of the targets and general characteristics of the
tour. Trendline 1—represents tours that visit individual tasks only once or twice.
Trendline 2—the trend is for planned paths that visit one or more targets three times
each. Trendline 3—tours containing long straight segments.

the path is nearly the same, as shown by the similar tours in Figure 5.3. This result
supports placing additional limits on the vehicle tour by limiting the number of times
a single vehicle can visit a single target. For instance, whenever there are sufficient
numbers of vehicles available, it is reasonable to restrict any single vehicle from ever
visiting the same target more than twice. Such limits further reduce the number of
tours and assignments that must be considered.
Similarly, when the vehicle must fly long distances to either arrive at the area
of interest containing the targets, or fly a long direct path between targets, much of
the path is the same regardless of the path-planning method used, and the resulting
tour-planned path is approximately the same length as the iteratively-planned, pointto-point path. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5.4, and by line ‘3’ on Figure 5.2.
This is notable because it reflects exactly what is expected; minor path improvement
from the full use of the sensor in targets with large spread (see Figure 1.4). The
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(a) Iteratively-planned point-to-point tour.

(b) Discrete tour-planned path.

Figure 5.3: Tours involving three visits to each of one or more targets results in similar
tours from either path planning method. In the case shown, the iteratively-planned
path is only 10 percent longer than the tour-planned path.

trend is relatively level with increasing target spread, has a below average level of
path improvement, and is only relevant for large-spread targets.
Cooperation is best fostered in a team when the multiple distinct visits to
targets are distributed to separate vehicles. The multiple-visit tour-planned paths
are also more effective when each target in the tour requires only one or two visits.
Shown by line ‘1’ in Figure 5.2, it can be seen how much shorter tour-planned paths
tend to be than iterative, point-to-point paths when considering only the average
target spread and the distribution of tasks to multiple vehicles. Because the multiplevisit discrete-step tour planner is ideally suited for the creation of such distributed
paths, and because this sort of task distribution often comes with effective vehicle
cooperation, the tour planner developed lends itself perfectly to team assignment and
task allocation problems.
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(a) Iteratively-planned point-to-point tour.

(b) Discrete tour-planned path.

Figure 5.4: When tours involve long straight flight segments to either arrive at the
targets or to travel between targets, the tour is often similar regardless of the path
planning method used. In the case shown, the tour-planned path is only 12 percent
shorter than the iteratively-planned point-to-point path.

5.3

Comparisons
Iterative assignments can lead to poor use of vehicle and team resources. The

proposed method overcomes these weaknesses through better individual UAV tour
planning and overall team assignments. The approach used here plans for both immediate and future target visits. When cooperating UAVs plan multi-target tours
and make assignments based on those tours, the team can better utilize the mission
capabilities of the individual UAVs.
A typical assignment that demonstrates Dubins and iterative method inefficiencies can be seen in Figure 5.5. The iterative assignment is created by determining
which vehicles can visit a target most immediately. A target visit is accomplished by
flying directly over the target and makes no additional use of the sensor footprint.
The example shows that on multiple occasions the vehicles passed close enough to
targets to have them within their sensor footprints, but the vehicles were not expected to sense the targets, and so they were not serviced until a vehicle returned to
fly directly over them.
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The result of many assignments such as this is that multiple vehicles are used
to accomplish what a single UAV could do. Churning in the assignment is evident in
this example. The vehicle represented by the star waypoint path made its final turn
to return to a target that was reassigned to another vehicle just before the star UAV
could complete the task. Even though the vehicle represented by the triangle was
able to visit two targets in quick succession in frames 2 and 3, it still took longer to
complete both visits than would have been necessary if the vehicle had been able to
utilize the full sensor footprint.
The same scenario shown in Figure 5.5 was executed using the tour-planning
assignment method to compare resulting assignments. The assignment obtained from
the tour-plan method is presented in Figure 5.6.

In contrast to the inefficient

assignment and lengthy tours obtained with the iterative and greedy method, the
method presented here results in shorter individual tours, better team cooperation,
and as a result, faster overall completion of the team goal. The use of planned tour
paths results in tours that accomplish more in less time through the effective use of
the entire sensor footprint and better overall cooperation. The tour-planned paths
in this case result in an assignment that is completed in approximately half the time
required to complete the iterative greedy assignment.
The approach of planning tours and using those tours in making assignments
proved to produce significantly better tour paths and team assignments than did the
iterative and piecewise benchmark method in the randomized tests. The frequency
of various levels of improvement are shown in Figure 5.7. On average, the iterative
assignment method produces team assignments that take 89 percent longer to complete than the tour-planning assignment method proposed here. In multiple cases,
the iterative method produced an assignment that was more than five times longer
than the tour-based solution. At the other extreme, the iterative approach produced
solutions, in some cases, that were nearly as good as the tour-planned assignments,
with the best iteratively-planned assignment taking only 8 percent longer to fully
service all of the targets in the problem scenario. These results are summarized in
Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.5: A sample assignment reached through execution of a greedy and iterative
assignment method that employs segment-optimal path planning. Dimensions in Rt .
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Figure 5.6: Team assignment generated through the use of individual UAV tour paths
and an overall assignment selection. Dimensions in Rt .

The overall performance of the assignment method depends largely on the
spacing of the targets. Although the spacing of the targets alone is not a sufficient
indicator of how much shorter the tour-planned assignment will be than the pointto-point planned path, it does give an indication of when the method may be most
valuable. Displayed in Figure 5.8 is the data indicating how much longer the iterative
assignments were than those obtained using the discrete-step planned tours. Although
the iterative method, under the right circumstance, can complete a tour through
closely-spaced targets quickly, the opposite case is often the case. There is a sudden
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Figure 5.7: The graph shows the frequency with which assignment cost improvement
of various levels are obtained.
Table 5.2: Average length of tour-based assignments compared with iterative assignment costs.
Type of Improvement
Average Improvement:
Maximum Improvement:
Minimum Improvement:

Avg Tour-Planned Assignment Length
52.9% iteratively-planned assignment cost
15.2% iteratively-planned assignment cost
92.6% iteratively-planned assignment cost

jump in the improvement quantity that can occur when the average target spread
is below 2Rt , indicating that the planner successfully overcomes the point-to-point
planner deficiencies in these cases. The tour-planned paths are particularly useful,
resulting in the greatest improvement in team assignment completion time when the
average target spread is approximately 1.0Rt .
Situations in which this method obtains the greatest improvement in overall
team cooperation are exactly where previous methods have obtained the most undesirable results. Point-to-point planners are weakest when the Euclidean distance
between any two targets in the tour is less than twice the turning radius of the UAVs,
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Figure 5.8: The scatter plot illustrates the varying amounts of improvement that can
be achieved through the use of the tour-planned paths. The method has the potential
for greatest gains when the spread of the targets is less than 2Rt .

and when the vehicle’s approach heading for one task makes it incapable of quickly
performing another. The complication from target spread proximity is compounded
in MVTV problems when multiple visits are required by each target. In these cases
the vehicles stand to gain the most from the effective use of the full sensor footprint,
something that point-to-point planners are not capable of providing. The difference
that the spread of the targets can make is shown again in Table 5.3. The first value
shown is the average cost of the iterative assignments when the targets have an average spread less than 2Rt in comparison to the global tour-planned assignment. The
second value is similar, showing the average cost when the average target spread is
greater than 2Rt . The final value in the table represents how much worse iterative
assignments perform given that the two targets closest to each other are closer together than 2Rt , regardless of what the average spread is when all target positions
are considered.
There are occasional situations in which the point-to-point planners actually
produce vehicle tours that are shorter than those produced with the discrete-step
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Table 5.3: Average improvement of tour-based assignments over iteratively-planned,
point-to-point assignments based on the average and minimum distances between
targets.
Type of Target Spread
Avg Tour-Planned Assignment Length
Average Target Spread < 2RT : 46.9% iteratively-planned assignment cost
Average Target Spread > 2Rt :
59.9% iteratively-planned assignment cost
Minimum Target Spread < 2Rt : 41.5% iteratively-planned assignment cost

tour-based method. These tours, though uncommon, usually occur when the average
and minimum target spreads for a given tour are large. When they occur, such tours
can adversely affect the final overall team assignment obtained. Significant spread in
the targets has affected the results of the proposed method in some scenarios in three
ways. First, the effective use of the UAV sensor footprint becomes less important, and
improvement in assignment completion time decreases (see Figure 5.8 beyond the 2Rt
line). Second, the larger the spread of the targets, the larger the world size becomes,
which results in a larger number of nodes in the discrete planner. The resulting path
may be poor in this situation because when the path tree is very deep the search does
not improve as quickly and discrete planner may time out before a suitable tour is
found. The third factor that affects the planned tours is when the size of the discrete
step is larger than 0.3Rt , as discussed in Section 3.1.4. As shown in Table 3.1, the
step size is allowed to exceed the 0.3Rt limit as a tradeoff for speed when the world
area gets too large. Though extremely unlikely and very uncommon with even the
biggest step size used (0.353Rt ), the discrete tour-planned paths can be longer than
the iterative point-to-point paths because the vehicle stepped over the target along the
optimal path. When any of the above factors affect what should otherwise have been
a tour used in the optimal assignment, the optimality of the solution reached may
likewise be suboptimal. However, due to the large number of tours and assignments,
and the unlikely nature of these problems, other unaffected tours and assignments
are produced that closely approximate the optimal solution. In some cases the path
errors occur due to poor tuning of the algorithm parameters for the specific problem.
The parameters were tuned for general results, and the same parameters were used
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for all test problems (except in cases of self-tuning parameters). If the tuning were
modified for the specific needs of problems with larger target spread, the optimal
tours and assignments would be obtained.
It is interesting to note that the average improvement in performance of the
assignment method is actually better than the average improvement of the individual
tours. This occurs because the effectiveness of the team assignment is measured by
the fastest completion, and is therefore measured by the amount of time required
for the last vehicle to perform its final task. The majority of the planned tours are
average, but the best assignment inevitably contains one or more individual vehicle
tours that are significantly shorter than the iteratively-planned alternative. It is upon
these pivotal tours that the success of the assignment is based, and is why the overall
team improvement can exceed the average improvement in vehicle tour length.
5.4

Problem Management
The average improvement of a team assignment using the proposed approach

is considerable, but does not give a complete picture of the value or cost of the
approach. Assignment benefits include faster completion time, improved UAV cooperation, better use of vehicle sensors and resources, and an improved ability to visit
and service spatially close targets. However, even with these gains, if the approach is
to be useful, the results need to be obtained within reasonable time limits and with
reasonable computational resources.
The two necessary elements of cooperative target assignment problems are
effective path planning and efficient problem management. The tour planner has been
demonstrated to be effective at generating tours that utilize the entire sensor footprint
to produce shorter tour paths. The companion problem of assignment management
has been addressed primarily through the use of tour heuristics and team assignment
cost estimates. The heuristics and assignment estimates efficiently and adequately
predict actual assignment costs and therefore can be used to limit problem growth
and to manage the overall assignment selection.
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5.4.1

Quality of Heuristics and Cost Estimates
The total path length heuristics and assignment cost estimates were primarily

used to quickly order assignments according to their relative utility to the team.
Assignments that are expected to produce the fastest completion times for the team
should be calculated first in case the planning times out and an assignment must be
returned before all have been fully evaluated. Each of the 210+ scenarios tested were
solved globally while also maintaining a record of the ordered heuristics. In this way,
reduced problem solutions and ordered heuristics could be compared directly to the
global solution and actual ordered costs, and thereby the effect of maintaining only
a fraction of the potential assignments in the N -best assignments assumption could
be determined.
The quality of the heuristics and the resulting team assignment estimates can
be evaluated based on how well the predicted order represents the actual order of
assignments. The object of the managing algorithms is to find the best solution as
fast as possible, and so another measure of how well the ordered estimates predict the
actual assignment, as shown in Figure 5.9 for problems of various sizes, is to determine
the position of the global solution on the list of estimates ordered by cost estimates.
The chart suggests an average value for N to be used in problems of different sizes
when a high probability of finding the optimal or global solution is desired. As can
be seen, the percentage of assignments improperly ordered above the global optimum
is small enough in large problems to allow for effective reduction through the N -best
assignment assumption.
The pruning of poor tour paths and team assignments can only be as good as
the path heuristics and team assignment estimates that are used in the pruning. Effective path pruning can be accomplished when the tour heuristics properly represent
the actual length of the path, and more importantly, when they properly represent
the order of the tours from shortest to longest. The heuristics used in pruning are
calculated in nearly the same manner as the NILRTA* heuristics with additional path
length factors, which are necessary because they prevent the heuristics from “breaking down” on smaller problems. In Figure 5.9, it can be seen that the heuristics
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Figure 5.9: Average position of the globally optimal solution on the list of assignments
ordered by cost estimate.

improve and then begin to break down for increasing problem sizes containing the
same number of targets. As the heuristics break down, the result is that the optimal
assignment is found further down the ordered list of cost estimates. The data suggests
that the heuristics used here are adequate for still larger problems than have been
tested, but will continue to break down further as the number of assignments grows.

5.4.2

N -Best Reduction
Although the percentage of team assignments that must be maintained in

the N -best assumption decreases as the problem gets larger, the total number of
assignments and tour paths calculated still increase. The result is an upper limit on
problem size that is governed by the numbers of vehicles and targets, computer speed,
and by the desired quality of the result. The value of N depends on the problem size
and the desired level of confidence in the resulting assignment, and can be obtained
from Figure 5.9. For problems with fewer than 1000 possible assignments, globally
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optimal solutions can be reliably found by fully computing only the top 20 percent of
the assignments ordered by cost estimate. For problems with more than 1000 possible
assignments only the top ten percent would need to be computed to reliably find the
global optimum.
Maintaining a limited number of assignment estimates in the N -best assumption removes any guarantees that the solution will be optimal or even improved, but
the accurate development and effective use of path length heuristics and assignment
cost estimates has been shown to reduce the problem size to a manageable level while
still improving the assignments that are returned. The motivation for such tradeoffs
is the need for speed. At times, the required speed necessitates an even further reduction in the number of assignments kept than can be justified by the data shown
in Figure 5.9. The ordering of assignment cost estimates allows for this additional reduction. Even when the optimal assignment is not found, near-optimal assignments
usually are the result. Figure 5.10 shows the average length of an assignment returned from the N -best list when compared to the length of the global solution.
When keeping only 0.5 percent of the possible assignments for larger problems, the
resulting path is only 10 percent longer than the global solution. This is still significantly shorter than the iterative assignments which range on average between 67
and 113 percent longer, depending on the average spread of the targets, than the
overall assignment obtained with tour-planned paths. It is noteworthy that a smaller
percentage of assignments is needed for large problems for effective solutions. This is
significant because it demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed method for solving
large problems in near-real time, even when optimality is traded for speed.
As shown in the Figure 5.10, the solutions obtained from problems involving 64
and 256 assignments are not significantly better than the average iterative assignment.
When there are relatively few numbers of feasible assignments, it is often difficult to
accurately predict the actual order of assignment costs. Often this is due to the fact
that these scenarios only involve two vehicles. A poor path length heuristic for a
single vehicle dramatically affects the team assignment estimate. When there are
more vehicles on the team, a single poor path heuristic does not affect the assignment
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Figure 5.10: Assignment costs compared to the globally best tour assignment solution
indicating the effectiveness of problem reduction methods.

cost estimate so severely. Improved accuracy of tour path length heuristics and team
assignment cost estimates would result in a better initial ordering of assignments and
a further reduction in the percentage of the total assignments that would need to be
included in the N -best path list.
Using the N -best assignments reduction method effectively reduces problem
size while still producing improved team assignment results. Further, Figure 5.11
shows that in addition to reducing the number of assignments evaluated by the manager, keeping only the N -best assignments also significantly reduces the number of
individual tour paths needed for each individual vehicle to fully calculate. The data
shows that only a fraction of the possible individual vehicle tours are represented
in the top N ordered assignments. This happens because the set of team assignments which are completed fastest is composed of many different combinations of
the same vehicle tours. Therefore, the N -best assignments assumption reduces the
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Figure 5.11: Number of tours calculated versus fraction of ordered team assignments
kept.

problem size and computational load for both the assignment manager and the individual UAV agents, allowing improved assignments to be calculated and executed for
near-real-time applications.

5.5

Speed of Calculations
The size and complexity of the MVTV problem require certain tradeoffs to be

made between the optimality of the solution and the speed with which the result is
returned for execution. The N -best assignment assumption increases the speed but
also reduces the probability of obtaining the optimal assignment. The non-improving
modification to the LRTA* planner has a similar result. By timing out of a nonimproving tour path search, the planner increases the speed with which a path is
planned but also decreases the probability that the path is truly optimal. The data
shown in preceding sections demonstrate that these tradeoffs have not significantly
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compromised the ability to obtain better results through this method. The question
that remains is whether the quality has been obtained with adequately low computational burden.
Assignments are obtained from the tour plan assignment method in sufficient
time for execution in near real-time situations. The speed of the method is much
slower than the Dubins paths/iterative assignment method used as the benchmark,
but is not intended to be run as frequently. The assignment process only needs to
be run a single time for an entire team assignment to be reached. By contrast, the
iterative method runs every time the system state changes and a new subassignment
needs to be made. Deciding whether or not the proposed assignment method is fast
enough depends on a number of variables including
• the frequency of assignment calculations,
• the amount of time in advance that agents know the target positions before
assignment execution is required,
• the quantity of previous calculations still applicable when and if the assignment
needs to be recalculated, and
• the level of confidence required in the optimality of the solution.
The calculation of the individual tour path trajectories can be fully distributed
to the several UAV agents. Complete NILRTA* paths involving multiple targets and
tasks are calculated in approximately 1.1 seconds1 on average. Actual times range
between 0.2 and 1.8 seconds depending on the number of tasks to be performed and
the spread of the target positions. Problems solved in this work ranged from 16 to 512
tour paths per vehicle. Global solutions require each vehicle to calculate all tours,
but as Figure 5.11 shows, the individual UAVs are generally asked to plan only a
fraction of the total possible tours when using the N -best assignments assumption.
Figure 5.12 shows two graphs comparing the solution time for problems of
various sizes with different percentages of the total assignments kept in the N -best
1

Computations were performed on a desktop computer with an AMD Athlon 2600+ chip and
1024 MB RAM.
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assumption. Global solutions take considerable time simply due to the computational
effort that must be expended by the manager to maintain and order a full list of both
assignment estimates and actual assignment costs. The time shown in the figures
are for a single computer executing the entire problem. When the full list is kept in
large problems, the evaluating and ordering of assignments by the manager require
the majority of the computational effort, and the system completion time would not
be significantly improved through full distribution of calculations. However, when
the N -best assumption is used and the manager sets up the problem quickly and
efficiently, then it is the vehicles’ calculation of tour paths that requires the most
time. In these situations, shown on the figures when between 0.5% and 10% of the
assignments are kept in the N -best assumption, that the full distribution will have
the greatest effect on execution time, effectively dividing the total time by the number
of vehicles.
The speed of the team calculation depends on the computer resources available
to the individual agents. It is particularly important that the individual vehicle agents
to have sufficient computer memory for calculation of the NILRTA* discrete paths.
The world dimensions and planner step size are limited by the memory available to
the UAV agent. A fast processor can speed the search through the path tree, but if
sufficient memory is not available the processor becomes practically idle while node
information and updates are passed in and out of cache memory. Though memory
is an issue for the assignment manager in extremely large problems, the speed of the
processor is of much greater importance for this agent. The result is a solution method
that is reasonable for multiple networked Pentium III or higher class machines with
at least 512+ MB memory (preferably 1024 MB).

5.6

General Discussion
The method of allocating tasks and making assignments through the use of

planned tours has been shown to produce significantly better tours and assignments.
Tours generated to use the entire sensor footprint and find the best order for task
completion can be used to reduce the problem size, improve team cooperation and
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Figure 5.12: Sample complete execution times for problems of various sizes and using
various values of N . The times shown are for full execution of the entire system on a
single computer, including manager and multiple vehicles, on a single computer. The
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calculate paths, which takes 1.1 sec/path on average.
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coordination, and in the process complete team assignments in significantly less time.
Heuristics used to estimate path lengths and assignment costs allow the manager
to order and eliminate obviously poor assignments from consideration. Maintaining
only the assignments that will most likely produce fast team completion times speeds
the setup, planning, evaluation, and even the return of a problem solution. Although
reduced solutions may not be optimal, they are near-optimal and are obtained in near
real-time.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the results and achievements of this thesis and presents
of number of possible steps for follow-on research. The method presented herein is
that of planning entire tour paths and then using those paths to improve cooperation
and coordination between agents when making assignments to individual vehicles.

6.1

Summary
The MVTV problem poses significant challenges for both path planning and

task assignment. Path planning challenges include dynamical vehicle limitations and
spatial coupling of targets and tasks. Task assignment is made more difficult by
the need to prepare for both immediate needs and for future tasks, and to make
assignments within available time limitations. Path planning and task assignment
are also coupled, leading to complications in determining effective path plans and
assignments.
MVTV task allocation problems are successfully addressed through the use of
an improved tour planner. The single-visit tour planner has been modified to plan
near-optimal paths through a sequence of multiple targets, each requiring multiple
distinct visits. Tour trajectory planning is accomplished through a Non-Improving
LRTA* discrete-step tree search. The NILRTA* search is effective at planning flyable
paths for dynamically constrained vehicles through multiple closely-spaced targets,
and does so through the effective use of the entire sensor footprint. Through the
search process, vehicles learn the best trajectory through a set of targets, overcome
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the spatial coupling, and do so without being explicitly told how or in what order the
tasks should be accomplished.
Significant contributions to the capabilities of the discrete-step planner include
the modification for multiple-visit targets and the improved path planning speed.
Each individual target has both the current sensed state and the number of remaining required visits recorded to allow the planner to make distinct visits to targets.
The required speed is obtained from the path planner through the development of
NILRTA* initializing heuristics. The heuristics have been improved to more closely
approximate the actual length of an individual tour so that the discrete-step learning
search quickly converges to an optimal or near-optimal tour path. The heuristics have
been developed to represent the total spread of the targets that must be visited, and
the number of repeat visits that the vehicle must perform on any given target.
Task allocation has been improved through the full consideration of entire
team assignments. The assignment process is accomplished by taking advantage of
the tour-planned paths, thereby adding depth to the planning and task allocation
process in considering an entire assignment; something that was not possible for
iterative assignment methods. By looking forward to both immediate needs and
future tasks, the assignments foster team cooperation and can accomplish individual
tasks and team objectives in less time. The result of considering entire assignments is
that task allocation becomes less myopic, vehicles can accomplish more in less time,
and team cooperation is improved through a more coordinated assignment.
Additional contributions have been made in demonstrating that problem growth
can be effectively managed, and that heuristics can be developed that represent actual tour lengths and team assignment costs. Exponential growth in problem size is
controlled sufficiently through initial ordering of paths based on heuristics and team
assignment estimates, and then by only maintaining a fraction of the ordered assignments for further evaluation, planning, and assignment selection. Using assignments
composed of preplanned tours leads to effective assignments, improved cooperation,
and better use of team and individual resources. Through the use of only the best
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assignments ordered by estimated cost, the resulting paths and assignments can be
computed in near real-time.

6.2

Future Work
This thesis sets forth an effective method for advancing cooperation in teams,

and there are many potential avenues of research that can be followed to even further
improve upon the results obtained. The planner and assignment method presented
can be improved for more general use in large-scale task allocation problems in the
following ways:
• Further refine and improve path-length and NILRTA*-initializing heuristics for
faster path planning and larger reductions in the number of assignments that
must be kept,
• Integrate other vehicle sensor configurations, team goals, and distinct task types
into the NILRTA* search,
• Improve optimality of tour-planned paths returned early from a non-improving
search through post-processing the discrete paths with a Dubins point-to-point
planner,
• Team computer autonomy and a human user input through mixed-initiative
interaction to further reduce problem size and complexity through the use of
human intuition.
Heuristics have been used to effectively reduce problem size and speed the path
search. Further development and refinement of path heuristics could result in even
greater gains. This is particularly true in the MVTV problem in which repeat visits
may be necessary for the vehicle to perform, but are usually difficult to represent
accurately in the tour length heuristic. There may be methods for improved heuristic
calculation than could lead to significant gains in overall algorithm performance.
Connected with the problem of developing better heuristics is the ability to
extend to planner to more complicated planning situations. When heuristics can be
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used to reduce problem size sufficiently to extend the planner and assignment method
to situations involving different sensor configurations. The planner may also be used
to learn the best path to perform multiple distinct tasks which each have different
requirements for completion. The distinct task requirement can be added into the
planner by giving more specific requirements to the planner for it to meet the separate
goals of different task types.
The NILRTA* algorithm is useful because it is able to learn the path that
best approximates the optimal solution. However, the non-improving terminating
condition in the planner often results in the planner returning paths that contain
suboptimal path segments between any two positions and headings. The learning
search algorithm can be used to search out the optimal initial and final positions
and headings for individual path segments. The discrete-step planned path can be
post-processed using an optimal point-to-point planner to iron out the path segment
suboptimalities and thereby plan even shorter path segments and entire multipletarget tours.
Heuristics are useful in gauging the worth of an assignment or tour, but have
their limitations as well. A heuristic is only as insightful as they are programmed to be
regarding the specific details of a given problem execution. Human intuition is more
capable of a preliminary judgment the effectiveness of different tour paths in spatial
problems like MVTV tour planning than any heuristic can be programmed to be. For
this reason it may be desirable to combine the speed of a computer with the intuition
of a human user through mixed-initiative interaction and control [34, 35]. Mixedinitiative interaction is the combination of human and computer control. Managing
team assignment and task allocation problems from dynamically constrained vehicles
is an ideal application for the use of mixed-initiatives. The human user could be used
to quickly suggest good paths for consideration, or remove bad tours which should
be avoided. In multiple-agent scenarios, suggesting or removing from consideration
even a single tour option will immediately reduce problem size significantly, making it
much easier for the otherwise autonomous system to evaluate the remaining problem.
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The fully autonomous system developed here gives an excellent foundation for further
developments in cooperative control.
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